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This bullet-shaped structure serves as a changing room of sorts for
bacterial proteins. Called GroEL, the molecular complex has
a cap called GroES (blue) that pops open to allow an unfolded protein
to move inside. With the protein sequestered, the top closes, sealing
it off from the cellular environment. Once folded, the protein is
released, free to move on to its job. Without the GroEL/GroES
complex, proteins clump together before they have a chance to fold,
and the cell dies. Over three years of painstaking work, HHMI
investigator Art Horwich and colleagues determined the molecular
structure of the complex by x-ray crystallography, an effort for which he
shared the 2011 Lasker Award (see “An Intentional Life,” page 18).
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MARRYING PHYSICS WITH BIOLOGY
TO STUDY THE PUSH AND PULL OF
MOLECULAR MACHINES

O B S E R VAT I O N S

Optical trapping. Sounds like the latest vision-correction
technique, but it’s actually a clever way of using a tightly focused
laser beam (red) to measure the force exerted by a molecule.
This image shows a cellular enzyme called a helicase (yellow) as
it unwinds double-stranded DNA, freeing two single strands to
replicate. HHMI investigator Michelle Wang used optical
trapping to show that the helicase is not a passive acceptor of
the DNA strands but an active DNA-unwinding motor.
Read about the work of her team and others in our cover story.

illustration by Ciara Phelan, photography by Sam Hofman
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FREE FALL
Putting physicist Walter Lewin in front of a classroom is a guaranteed
recipe for instant fun. He made everyday physics understandable
for students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for more
than 30 years. When his lectures became available online, his
theatrical antics made him a YouTube celebrity. Now retired, he still
approaches physics with evangelical zeal, as evidenced in his new
book For the Love of Physics. “I introduce people to their own
world,” he says. “The world they live in and are familiar with but
don’t approach like a physicist—yet.”
The whole idea of changing weight is so fascinating that I really
wanted to be able to demonstrate this phenomenon—even weightlessness—in class. What if I climbed up on a table, standing on a bathroom
scale that was tied very securely to my feet? I thought then maybe
I could somehow show my students—by rigging up a special camera—
that for the half second or so that I was in free fall the bathroom scale
would indicate zero. I might recommend that you try this yourself,
but don’t bother; trust me, I tried it many times and only broke many
scales. The problem is that the scales you can buy commercially don’t
react nearly fast enough, since there is inertia in their springs. One of
Newton’s laws bedeviling another! If you could jump off a thirty-story
building, you would probably have enough time (you would have about

4.5 seconds) to see the effect, but of course there would be other
problems with that experiment.
So rather than breaking scales or jumping off buildings, here’s something you can try in your backyard to experience weightlessness,
if you have a picnic table and good knees. I do this from the lab table
in front of my classroom. Climb up on the table and hold a gallon or
half-gallon jug of water in your outstretched hands, just cradling it
lightly on top of them, not holding the sides of the jug. It has to be just
resting on your hands. Now jump off the table, and while you are in
the air you will see the jug start ﬂoating above your hands. If you can
get a friend to make a digital video of you taking the jump, and play it
back in slow motion, you will very clearly see the jug of water start to
ﬂoat. Why? Because as you accelerate downward the force with which
you have been pushing up on the jug, to keep it in your hands, has
become zero. The jug will now be accelerated at 9.8 meters per second
per second, just as you are. You and the jug are both in free fall.
From FOR THE LOVE OF PHYSICS: From the End of the Rainbow to the Edge
Of Time—A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics by Walter Lewin with
Warren Goldstein. Copyright © 2011 by Walter Lewin and Warren Goldstein.
Reprinted by permission of Free Press, a Division of Simon & Schuster.
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stones into tools, at the Holiday Lectures.
Learn how researchers discovered a safe way
to shut down the tuberculosis bacterium.
Watch a mouse sniff out a predator’s
presence in mere moments, thanks to
special receptors in its nose.
View an animation of how a compound
from the venomous cone snail acts to
dampen pain in mammals.
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Fundamentals for
Uncertain Times

James Kegley

I T D O E S N ’ T TA K E A P H . D . T O U N C O V E R E V I D E N C E O F U N E A S E I N

the scientific community. Peruse the news and commentary section
of any scientific journal. View the daily back and forth on Twitter
among scientists and journalists who follow the issues. Check out
the headlines in national newspapers.
The challenges are numerous. Federal budgets are constrained,
with government spending for science expected to remain flat or
decline. Partisan gridlock—accompanied by the ongoing potential
for government shutdowns—generates even more turmoil. The
health of the overall economy is fragile, placing pressure on the ability of other entities—for example, nonprofit organizations, venture
capitalists, and pharmaceutical companies—to make additional
investments in research.
The value of science is questioned by significant segments of the
American populace. They are not inclined to agree with what many
scientists accept as settled fact—from the tenets of evolution to the
evidence that human activity contributes to climate change and
the value of vaccines in preventing disease. While opinion surveys
consistently show that medical research is highly valued, the public
also wants to see a return on investment of their tax dollars: effective
drugs for cancer and other devastating diseases, answers about the
apparent rise in the incidence of autism, and unambiguous guidance about what to eat, for starters.
No wonder many established scientists feel beleaguered and
those at early stages in their careers—graduate students and postdocs
among them—are left questioning their long-term career prospects.
Indeed, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) generated passionate commentary from all sectors of the scientific community when
it asked the provocative question, “How do you think we should
manage science in fiscally challenging times?” The question is an
important one and the range of potential responses will have a profound impact on the nation for many years to come.
As a federal agency accountable for the expenditure of taxpayer
dollars, NIH is under pressure to demonstrate impact and value—
at speed. That’s clearly a driver behind the efforts of NIH Director
Francis Collins to create the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences as a means of giving the NIH a direct, substantial
role in speeding drug development and other translational research
activities. Whether this approach will successfully engage scientists
from academia, industry, and regulatory entities such as the Food and
Drug Administration, and result in more rapid translation of basic
science discoveries into useful therapies, remains an open question.
My colleagues and I at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute have
also been thinking deeply about how to manage our scientific portfolio during this time of economic uncertainty. We recognize that the
performance of the endowment that fuels our research investments
will likely fluctuate even as our scientists place greater reliance on the
flexible support that funds some of their most creative work.
Two attributes distinguish HHMI from other organizations that
are under stress in the current environment: independence and

“Two attributes distinguish HHMI
from other organizations that are under
stress in the current environment:
independence and agility.
H E 8 ; H J  J@ ? 7 D

”

agility. Our commitment to basic research remains unwavering.
Yet we also have the freedom to grow more slowly and deliberately
in the coming years, to ensure that we are giving the very best people the level of support they need—for example, by managing the
timing and size of future competitions. We also have the opportunity to experiment with smaller programs that extend the reach of
HHMI’s scientific community. A good example is the Hughes Collaborative Innovation Award program. Given the success of the first
round of projects, we’ve announced a second competition. Our goal
is to identify high-risk proposals that bring together a diverse group
of collaborators focused on solving important scientific problems.
The group assembled by Peter Walter at the University of California,
San Francisco, for example, aims to identify clinically useful compounds that affect how cells manage unfolded proteins, specifically
in the cancer multiple myeloma.
At the same time, we are making important changes to policies
that govern the interactions of our scientists with start-up companies and venture capital firms—the policies have been streamlined,
simplified, and made more flexible. These revisions balance our
interest in preserving the integrity of HHMI research with our
view that start-ups can play an important role in translating basic
discoveries into effective therapies and diagnostics. I believe that
basic research in the life sciences is a powerful engine of innovation
that drives our economy and enhances our standard of living. It’s
another way to look at how HHMI’s efforts to develop sophisticated
tools for digging deeply into basic biological processes are on a critical path toward improving people’s lives.
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Born to Tackle
From nine to ﬁve"8[j^AWb[jWcWdW][i
>>C?_dl[ij_]Wjeh=[eh][:Wb[oÊi
h[i[WhY^bWXWj9^_bZh[dÊi>eif_jWb
8eijed"ki_d]]eeZ^kcehWdZ
WffheWY^WX_b_jojea[[fj^[fbWY[
hkdd_d]\eh)+ej^[h[cfbeo[[i$
7\j[hmeha"j^[Ól[#\eej#\ekh(-#o[Wh#
ebZ_ijek]^WidW_bi0i^[fem[hi_jekj
edj^[]h_Z_hedWiWde\\[di_l[]kWhZ\eh
j^[8eijedC_b_j_W"Wmec[dÊijWYab[
\eejXWbbj[WcÆed[e\,)j[Wci_dj^[
dWj_edm_Z[Mec[dÊi<eejXWbb7bb_WdY[$
AWb[jW^WifbWo[Z_deh]Wd_p[Z
ifehjii_dY[i^[mWi*0\hecieYY[hWdZ
ie\jXWbbjejhWYaWdZjW[amedZe$8kj
de\eejXWbb$Ç<eejXWbbmWiWman’sifehj"È
i^[iWoi$I^[WbmWoibel[Z_j"j^ek]^$
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Ç?Êl[mWjY^[Zj^[D<B[l[hoIkdZWo
m_j^coZWZ\ehWibed]Wi?YWdh[c[c#
X[hWdZ[l[djh_[Zjeh[[dWYjiec[
e\co\Wleh_j[fbWoiW]W_dijcocWb[
Yeki_diW\j[hJ^Wdai]_l_d]Z_dd[hi"È
iWoiAWb[jW$M^[di^[dej_Y[ZW\[cWb[
fbWo[hedj^[Ó[bZWjW^_]^iY^eeb
\eejXWbb]Wc["i^[jebZ^[hfWh[djii^[
mWdj[Zjejhoekj"Xkjj^[od_n[Zj^Wj
_Z[W$JeeZWd][heki"j^[oiW_Z$
AWb[jWm[djedjefbWoie\jXWbbWdZ
ieYY[hWdZjeim_c\ehH[]_i9ebb[][_d
M[ijed"CWiiWY^ki[jji1i^[]hWZkWj[Z
m_j^WZ[]h[[_dX_ebe]oWdZgk_Yabo
bWdZ[ZW`eXm_j^9^_bZh[dÊi>eif_jWb
8eijed$?d(&&/"i^[`e_d[Zj^[8eijed
Mec[dÊi<bW]<eejXWbbB[W]k[$Iec[

e\^[hj[WccWj[iWbiefbWo[ZjWYab[
\eejXWbb"WdZj^[o[dYekhW][ZAWb[jWje
jhoekj\ehj^[8eijedC_b_j_W$
7\j[hWm[[ae\jhoekjiÆifh_dj_d]"
`e]]_d]j^hek]^j_h[i"WdZi^em_d]^em
i^[^WdZb[ij^[f_]ia_dÆAWb[jWcWZ[
j^[ÓhijYkj$7\j[hjmecedj^ie\fh[#
i[WiedfhWYj_Y["i^[cWZ[j^[i[YedZ
YkjWdZmWiY^ei[djefbWoijWhj_d]
h_]^j]kWhZedj^[e\\[di_l[b_d[ÆW^k][
WYYecfb_i^c[dj\eh^[hheea_[o[Wh$
Edj^[Ó[bZ"AWb[jWiec[j_c[i\WY[i
e\\W]W_dijmec[dm^eijWdZW\eej
jWbb[hWdZekjm[_]^^[hXo'+&fekdZi$
Ç?jÊifh[jjoXhkjWb"Èi^[iWoi$?dj^[
j[WcÊij^_hZ]Wc["WbWh][fbWo[hbWdZ[Z
ed^[h"ifhW_d_d]AWb[jWÊii^ekbZ[hie
XWZboi^[d[[Z[Z^[bf][jj_d]Zh[ii[Z
\ehj^[d[njjmem[[ai$
J^[8eijedC_b_j_WmedWbbXkjj^[_h
Óhij]Wc[bWiji[WiedWdZjhWl[b[Zje
:WbbWi\ehj^[(&''M<7DWj_edWb
9^Wcf_edi^_fW]W_dijj^[IWd:_[]e
Ikh][$?d\hedje\ceh[j^Wd'"&&&\Wdi"
j^[jmej[WciXWjjb[Z_jekjZkh_d]W
h[YehZ#Xh[Wa_d]J[nWi^[WjmWl[$
:[if_j[j^[i_p[Z_ifWh_joX[jm[[d
AWb[jWWdZ^[hXkhboeffed[djedj^[
Z[\[di_l[b_d[ÆÇed[e\j^[bWh][ij
mec[d?Êl[^WZje]eW]W_dijj^[[dj_h[
i[WiedÈÆj^[j[Wcim[h[\W_hbo[l[dbo
cWjY^[Z$ÇM[iYeh[Zj^[ÓhijjekY^#
Zemd"iej^Wji[jj^[fWY["Xkj_jmWi
WXWYaWdZ\ehj^XWjjb["ÈAWb[jWiWoi$
?dj^[[dZ"j^[8eijedC_b_j_Wmed)*Å'/
jejWa[j^[Y^Wcf_edi^_f$
AWb[jWYedj_dk[ijefbWoÔW]\eejXWbb
_dj^[e\\#i[WiedWdZfbWdijea[[f
Ó]^j_d]_jekjedj^[]h_Z_hedm_j^j^[
8eijedC_b_j_W$Ç?Êcie^edeh[ZjeX[W
c[cX[he\j^[j[Wc"Èi^[iWoi$Ç?][j
je^Wl[iec[\kdWdZfbWoWifehjj^Wj
?bel[$È7dZ"Z[if_j[j^[_h_d_j_Wbc_i]_l#
_d]i"AWb[jWÊifWh[dji^Wl[X[Yec[
\Wdi0j^[oWjj[dZ[l[ho^ec[]Wc[j^[o
YWd"Z[Ya[Zekj_dC_b_j_Wi^_hjiWdZ^Wji$
—Linda Formichelli

Mark Smith

centrifuge

High-Tech Reboot

Leah Fasten

Computer geek Ted Goldstein if[dj
)&o[Whimeha_d]_dI_b_YedLWbb[o"
h_i_d]jefhec_d[dY[Wj7ffb["j^[
YecfWdo\Wceki\eh_jicWdjhW"Çj^_da
Z_\\[h[dj$È>[el[hiWmj^[Xk_bZ_d]e\
ie\jmWh[jeebij^Wjb[j[d]_d[[hiYh[Wj[
CWYWdZ_F^ed[Wffb_YWj_edi$?d(&&."
^em[l[h"=ebZij[_djhWZ[Z_d^_i_dZki#
jhoikYY[ii\ehj^[ceZ[ijb_\[e\W
]hWZkWj[ijkZ[dj$
J^_daZ_\\[h[dj"_dZ[[Z$
JeZWo"j^[fWb[#X[WhZ[Z+&#o[Wh#ebZ
_iXWYaWj^_iYebb[][WbcWcWj[h"j^[
Kd_l[hi_joe\9Wb_\ehd_W"IWdjW9hkp$
>[_i[Whd_d]WF^$:$_dj^[X_eceb[Yk#
bWh[d]_d[[h_d]bWXe\>>C?_dl[ij_]Wjeh
:Wl_Z>Wkiib[h$=ebZij[_d\eYki[ied
ki_d]X_e_d\ehcWj_YiÆj^[Wffb_YWj_ede\
Yecfkj[hWb]eh_j^cijeZ_ii[YjX_ebe]_#
YWbfheY[ii[iÆje_cfhel[f[efb[Êi

^[Wbj^$Ç?j^_da_jÊi`kijj^[ceij_dj[h#
[ij_d]j^_d]j^[h[_i"È^[iWoi$
>Wkiib[h"m^ei[]hekfWdWbop[i
]b_jY^[iWYheiij^[^kcWd][dec[j^Wj
\k[bYWdY[h"_ij^h_bb[Zje^Wl[j^[\ehc[h
7ffb[[n[Ykj_l[$ÇM[ZedÊjkikWbbo][j
iec[ed[Wjj^Wjb[l[bm^eiWoi"ÉEaWo"
?ÊcWdWYYecfb_i^[Z_dZ_l_ZkWb"Xkj?
mWdjjeb[WhdWd[mÓ[bZ"ÊÈ>Wkiib[h
iWoi$?jmWideicWbbiWYh_ÓY[$=ebZij[_d"
W\kdZhW_i_d]jhkij[[\ehK9IWdjW9hkp"
jWa[ideiWbWho"j^ek]^^[Ze[i^Wl[
^_iemde\ÓY[m_j^WZeehWdZWl_[me\
j^[h[ZmeeZi$
8_ebe]oWbmWoi\WiY_dWj[Z=ebZij[_d$
7iWYecfkj[hiY_[dY[cW`eh_dYebb[]["
^[mhej[Wfhe]hWc\ehWX_ebe]o
fhe\[iiehj^WjWb_]d[ZHD7i[gk[dY[i
\ehYecfWh_ied$?jmWi^_iÓhijX_e_d\eh#
cWj_Yimeha"^[iWoi"j^ek]^Çm[Z_ZdÊj

^Wl[j^WjmehZo[j$È7\j[h]hWZkWj_d]
_d'/.)"^[meha[ZWjN[henÊiFWhYFbWY[
Ioij[ci"IkdC_Yheioij[ci"WdZ
[bi[m^[h[X[\eh[`e_d_d]7ffb[WiW
l_Y[fh[i_Z[dj$
<hec(&&(je(&&-"=ebZij[_db[Z
j^[j[Wcj^WjYh[Wj[ZZ[l[bef[hjeebi
_dYbkZ_d]j^[NYeZ[ie\jmWh[Z[l[bef#
c[djioij[c\eh7ffb[ÊijhWdi_j_edje
?dj[bY^_fiWdZ^[bf[Z[d]_d[[hj^[
_F^ed[Êief[hWj_d]ioij[c"_EI$ÇFh[jjo
ckY^[l[hoed[_dj^[7ffb[kd_l[hi[
ki[ij^[jeebi^[^[bf[ZZ[Ód["ÈiWoi
8[hjhWdZI[hb[j"W\ehc[hi[d_ehl_Y[
fh[i_Z[djWjj^[YecfWdo$
M^_b[7ffb[_iW\WXkbekiÓhc"
=ebZij[_diWoi"ed[Zemdi_Z[_ij^Wj
ÇbWijo[WhÊi_diWd[bo]h[WjfheZkYj_i
j^_io[WhÊibWdZÓbb$È>[mWdj[ZjeXk_bZ
iec[j^_d]j^WjmekbZbWij$>[b[\j_d
(&&-jemehaedX_e_d\ehcWj_YiWjW
c[Z_YWbZ_W]deij_YijWhjkfXkjgk_Yabo
Çh[Wb_p[Z?Z_ZdÊjademWdoj^_d]$ÈIe
^[m[djXWYaje]hWZiY^eeb"Z_l_d]
_djeWbbj^[h[gk_h[ZYekhi[i"h[b[Whd_d]
iec[cWj[h_Wb\hecj^[]hekdZkf$Ç?
^WZjemehackY^^WhZ[hedcocWj^
ia_bbi"È^[iWoi$8kjej^[hj^_d]iYec[
[Wi_bo$Ç?Wcki[Zje][jj_d]kf_d\hedj
e\Wheece\*"&&&f[efb[WdZcWa_d]
Wfh[i[djWj_ed"È^[iWoim_j^WbWk]^$
>Wkiib[h^ef[iej^[hijWhi\hecj^[
^_]^#j[Y^mehbZm_bb\ebbem=ebZij[_dÊi
[nWcfb[$Ç>[j^_daickY^ceh[XheWZbo
j^Wdj^[jof_YWbF^$:$ijkZ[dj$È=_l[d
=ebZij[_dÊi_dZkijhoiWllo">Wkiib[h
h[b_[ied^_c\ehijhWj[]_YWZl_Y[ed
cWjj[hiikY^WiXk_bZ_d]j^[]hekfÊi
i_p[WXb[Yecfkj[h_d\hWijhkYjkh[$
<eh^_iF^$:$meha"=ebZij[_dÊi
WcX_j_ekil_i_ed_ijeYh[Wj[WÇ<WY[#
Xeea\ehYWdY[h$È9Wbb[ZC[Z8eea"
_jiWb]eh_j^cimekbZWdWbop[_dZ_l_ZkWb
fWj_[djiÊYWdY[hckjWj_ediiej^Wjj^[o
YWdh[Y[_l[jW_beh[Zjh[Wjc[djim^[h[
feii_Xb[$J^[_Z[W_ijeb_dafWj_[dji"
j^[_hZeYjehi"Yb_d_YWbiY_[dj_iji"WdZX_e#
_d\ehcWj_Yih[i[WhY^[hiÆWdZ"=ebZij[_d
^ef[i"h[lebkj_ed_p[j^[i[WhY^\eh
YWdY[hYkh[i$
J^[bWj[Ij[l[@eXiÊiXWjjb[m_j^
fWdYh[Wj_YYWdY[h_iWX_]_dif_hWj_ed
\eh^_i\eYkiedYWdY[h][dec_Yi"
=ebZij[_diWoi$>[YWdij_bb^[Whj^[bWij
mehZij^[7ffb[9;EiW_Zje^_cm^[d
^[^[WZ[Ze\\_djeX_e_d\ehcWj_Yi0
Ç=eeZbkYaY^Wd]_d]j^[mehbZW]W_d$È
—Ingfei Chen
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When Jorge MartinezjeeaWYekfb[e\
ZWoie\\mehabWijikcc[h"^_iYeb#
b[W]k[i_d@Wd[b_W<WhcÊi_d\ehcWj_ed
j[Y^debe]oZ[fWhjc[djWiikc[Z^[
mWiY[b[XhWj_d]^_ih[Y[dj[d]W][c[dj$
?d\WYj"^[Z_ZjWa[Wm^_hbm_dZjh_fje
;khef[ÆXkjm_j^ekj^_iÓWdY["@[ii_YW$
ÇI^[mWdj[ZjeYec["Xkjm[
Z[Y_Z[Zje][j^[hj^Wji^[i^ekbZdÊj"È
iWoiCWhj_d[p$J^[h[Wied5>[mWi
edWi_d]b[#c_dZ[Zc_ii_edj^Wj\[m[h
j^Wd'f[hY[dje\Yecfkj[hd[jmeha_d]
[nf[hjimehbZm_Z[Yecfb[j[0X[Yec#
_d]W9_iYe9[hj_Ó[Z?dj[hd[jmeha
;nf[hj99?;$
D[Whbo[l[hoed[m^ei[[aij^[Y[hj_#
ÓYWj_edÆbWh][boYedi_Z[h[Zj^[^_]^[ij
WdZceijfh[ij_]_ekid[jmeha_d]Y[hj_Ó#
YWj[mehbZm_Z[ÆjWa[ij^[j[ijckbj_fb[
j_c[iX[\eh[fWii_d]$CWhj_d[p^WZ
jWa[dj^[[nWch[Y[djbo_dIWd@ei["
9Wb_\ehd_W$J^[Wbb#ZWoj[ijh[gk_h[i
iebl_d]'&jhekXb[#i^eej_d]j_Ya[jied
W\kbbo#Xk_bj9_iYed[jmeha_d`kijjme
^ekhiWim[bbWiXk_bZ_d]Wd[jmeha
\heciYhWjY^_di_n^ekhi$
CWhj_d[p")("mWim[bbfh[fWh[Z$
9ebb[W]k[ih[YWbbi[[_d]^_cWj^_iZ[ia
kdj_b/eh'&f$c$"_cc[hi[Z_dj[ij
fh[fWhWj_ed$8[\eh[Yec_d]je@Wd[b_W
<Whc_d(&&,"^[ÊZbe]][Zj^ekiWdZi
e\^ekhimeha_d]edYecfkj[hiWdZ
d[jmehai$M^_b[[Whd_d]WXWY^[behÊi
Z[]h[[_dYecfkj[hiY_[dY[WdZW
cWij[hÊiZ[]h[[_dj[b[Yecckd_YWj_edi
Wj=[eh][CWiedKd_l[hi_jo"^[meha[Z
\kbbj_c[Wjj^[kd_l[hi_joje\kdZ^_i
[ZkYWj_ed"ÓhijWjj^[_d\ehcWj_ed
j[Y^debe]o^[bfZ[iaWdZj^[dWiW
d[jmeha[d]_d[[h$
:kh_d]j^[99?;j[ij_dIWd@ei["
CWhj_d[pYhWYa[ZWbbj^[jhekXb[#i^eej#
_d]j_Ya[jiiWl[ed["m^_Y^^[ikif[Yj[Z
_dlebl[ZWÇ]^eijÈ_iik["c[Wd_d]j^[
fheXb[cWff[Wh[ZjeX[fWhje\j^[
[nWcXkjmWiWYjkWbboZk[jeWi[hl[h
cWb\kdYj_ed$>[YecfbW_d[Zjej^[
fheYjehXkj]ejdem^[h[ÆWdZ\W_b[Z
j^[[nWcX[YWki[e\j^Wji_d]b[j_Ya[j$
<hkijhWj[ZXkjkdZWkdj[Z"^[
mWdj[ZjejWa[j^[[nWcW]W_dWiieed
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Wifeii_Xb[$Ç?jmWidemehd[l[h"ÈiWoi
CWhj_d[p"m^ead[m^[mWiWjj^[jef
e\^_i]Wc[WdZj^WjmW_j_d]jeebed]
mekbZc[Wd^[ÊZ^Wl[jeb[Whdceh[
d[mj[Y^debe]o$8kjj^[d[njeffehjk#
d_jo_dj^[K$I$mWii_ncedj^iWmWo$
>[i[WhY^[ZmehbZm_Z[WdZZ_iYel[h[Z
edboed[i_j[e\\[h_d]j^[j[ijm_j^_d
j^[d[njcedj^Æ_d8hkii[bi"8[b]_kc$
M_j^ekjj[bb_d]Wdoed[Xkj@[ii_YW"
^[i_]d[Zkf\ehj^[j[ijWdZXek]^jW
fbWd[j_Ya[j$>[Ô[mje8hkii[biedW
<h_ZWo"ijWo_d]_dW^ej[bd[Whj^[[nWc
i_j[jeiWl[ced[o$Ç?jmWi_dWd_dZki#
jh_WbWh[WWdZ^WZdeh[ijWkhWdj$?^WZje
mWbaWXekjWc_b[jeW]WiijWj_edje
XkoiWdZm_Y^[i"Èh[YWbbiCWhj_d[p$>[
jeeaj^[[nWcCedZWoWdZb[Whd[Z^[ÊZ
fWii[ZX[\eh[Ôo_d]^ec[edJk[iZWo$
7dj_Y_fWj_d]Z_iX[b_[\\hec^_iYeb#
b[W]k[i"^[jeeaWf^ejee\^_ci[b\d[nj
jeWbeYWb^_]^mWoi_]dWdZ[#cW_b[Z
_jje^_i@Wd[b_WYemeha[hiWbed]m_j^
^_ifWii_d]iYeh[$

ÇM[m[h[]eXicWYa[Z"ÈiWoiL_`Wo
IWcWbWc"i[d_ehZ_h[Yjehe\iY_[dj_ÓY
Yecfkj_d]WdZ_d\ehcWj_edj[Y^debe]o
Wj@Wd[b_W$Ç<_hije\Wbb"m[adem^em
Z_\ÓYkbj_j_ijefWiij^Wj[nWc$8kj
jWa_d]j^Wj]WcXb[WdZfkjj_d]kf^_i
emdced[o5J^Wji^emijhk[]h_jWdZ
Z[j[hc_dWj_ed"È^[iWoi$
Jeh[Ye]d_p[CWhj_d[pWdZ^_i
WY^_[l[c[dj"IWcWbWcdec_dWj[Z^_c
\ehWdEkjijWdZ_d]@Wd[b_WdWmWhZ"
Wd^edehj^WjÊi]hWdj[ZedWdWZ^eY
XWi_ije[cfbeo[[i_def[hWj_edim^e
]eX[oedZj^[YWbbe\Zkjo$CWhj_d[p
h[Y[_l[Zj^[WmWhZbWij\Wbb"edDel[c#
X[h',$9_iYeYWc[j^hek]^Wim[bb0
J^[oWYademb[Z][Zj^[_h[hhehedj^[
[Whb_[h[nWcWdZh[_cXkhi[Zj^[j[ij_d]
\[[\ehj^[8hkii[bi[nWc$IeedW\j[h#
mWhZ"CWhj_d[pWdZ@[ii_YWjeeaWh[Wb
lWYWj_edje][j^[hÆWYhk_i[jeC[n_Ye"
8[b_p["WdZ9eijWH_YWÆWdZWh[fbWdd_d]
j^[_hm[ZZ_d]d[njikcc[h$
ÆJulie Corliss

Mark Smith

True Grit

upfront
08 C H A N G I N G C H A N N E L S

Appetite and other deep-seated desires could be modified by
altering brain ion channels, according to research at Janelia Farm.
10 THE TWISTS AND TURNS OF IMMUNITY

The diversity of the immune system’s antibodies depends
on the three-dimensional structure of DNA.
w eb -o nly c o n te n t
A S A F E R S H O T AT T B

While trying to understand tuberculosis bacteria genes, researchers
discovered a safe way to shut down the pathogen. Read about it at
www.hhmi.org/bulletin/feb2012.

Mysteries are irresistible, for scientists especially.
Solving some biological puzzles can take years of
persistence, with progress coming in arduous steps.
Other times, answers arrive like a bolt from the sky.
Whether it’s delving into the drive behind hunger,
or how antibody diversity is generated, or the best
way to cripple the TB pathogen, the scientists
trying to plumb these enigmatic problems get
downright gleeful when big pieces of the puzzle
fall into place. See for yourself.
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Changing Channels
Appetite and other deep-seated desires could be modified by altering
brain ion channels, according to new research at Janelia Farm.
SCOTT

STERNSON

HAS

A LWAY S

WONDERED

WHAT

DRIVES

behavior , especially those fundamental motivations required
for survival. Hunger, for example, is so crucial that it must
be evolutionarily “hard-wired” deep within the brain. After
all, as Sternson observes, “if the animal doesn’t eat, it dies.”
Melding the diverse disciplines of synthetic
chemistry, structural biology, and computational modeling, Sternson and Loren Looger,
both group leaders at HHMI’s Janelia Farm
Research Campus, have uncovered clues
about the brain circuitry that controls deepseated behaviors, like that irresistible urge to
visit the dessert table.
The pair devised a noninvasive method
to stimulate individual brain neurons or
clusters of neurons in live, conscious animals—a remote control for the brain, of
sorts. They demonstrated the technique by
converting gluttonous mice into champion
dieters. The researchers published their
findings September 2, 2011, in Science.
You can blame those dessert cravings
in part on ion channels, explains Sternson.
Ion channels are molecular pores, donutshaped proteins embedded in the surface
of neurons that allow charged particles to
enter and exit the cells. Like a subway system’s turnstiles, ion channels have moving
parts, opening and closing to ensure passage of only the proper type of ion, single
file, by the millions every second. Like their
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mass transit counterparts, some ion channels, called ligand-gated ion channels, won’t
budge until presented with a ticket—in this
case, a chemical neurotransmitter. The
ensuing electrochemical impulses that race
through neurons create thoughts, emotions,
and, ultimately, behavior.
Sternson’s scientific interest in hunger
began when he was a postdoc in the laboratory of HHMI investigator Jeffrey Friedman
at the Rockefeller University. In the mid1990s, Friedman identified a hormone
called leptin that exerts powerful control
on appetite by acting on a region of the
brain called the hypothalamus. Sternson’s
goal was to understand the neuronal wiring
in the hypothalamus that controls appetite.
He wanted to identify the different neurons and deduce the contribution of each
toward evoking hunger. The problem was
that no tools were available to systematically probe brain wiring with the precision
he needed.
Neurons perform their assigned duties
by firing or turning silent in response to
chemical neurotransmitters, depending on

what types of ion channels they contain.
Neuroscientists can study how isolated
neurons work in a lab dish. However, to
connect neural circuitry to complex behaviors, Sternson wanted to probe the neuronal
wiring in living mice. To do that, he needed
a way to “re-ticket” individual ion channels
within a neuron or small group of neurons
by forcing them to respond to a unique, synthetic neurotransmitter—one not normally
seen in nature.
Sternson began by collaborating with
Looger, a protein chemist, to exploit the
modular structure of ligand-gated ion channels. In these channels, the ion pore domain
(IPD) is tethered to an independently functioning ligand-binding domain (LBD).
Scientists had previously engineered “chimeric” ion channels by genetically splicing
the LBD from one type of channel to the
IPD from another. Such hybrid channels
transport ions specified by the IPD but in
response to the neurotransmitter recognized
by the grafted LBD.
To create an ion channel that could
respond to a novel neurotransmitter, Sternson and Looger needed to design a new
LBD and synthesize a neurotransmitter that
could bind and activate it—two tall orders,
Sternson says. “The thinking was that it
would be very difficult. It was an uncertain

Jing Wei

challenge for us whether or not we could
even modify these complex ligand-binding
domains.” Nonetheless, they persevered.
Starting with the LBD that recognizes
acetylcholine, the team applied a combination of protein structural chemistry and
molecular modeling to predict which parts
of the LBD were most likely to contact this
natural neurotransmitter. They then created dozens of channels, each containing a
mutation at one or more of the 19 positions
on the LBD predicted to be important for
acetylcholine binding.
Next, they designed a compound that
would unlock their newfangled ion channels. Starting with a chemical analog of

acetylcholine, the researchers synthesized a
collection of 71 slightly modified versions of
the compound. When they tested each one
for its ability to selectively activate or silence
each of the hybrid ion channels, they found
many combinations that worked.
The ultimate test of the artificial ion
channel system, the researchers knew,
would be trying it out in a living organism.
So Sternson inserted a neuron-silencing
version of one of his designer ion channels into specific hypothalamus neurons,
called AGRP neurons, in mice. His team
had previously tailored these neurons to
stimulate voracious appetites in the mice.
When Sternson injected the animals with

the appropriate synthetic neurotransmitter, their overindulging habits subsided
dramatically.
With their toolbox of new ion channels
and neurotransmitters in hand, the Janelia
Farm researchers intend to examine the
role of specific neurons in other complex
behaviors. “To me, that’s a real frontier for
neuroscience and will ultimately allow us to
demystify some of the processes that underlie why we do what we do,” Sternson says.

W – PAU L

MUHLRAD

W E B E X T R A : <ehceh[Z[jW_bWXekjj^[
YebbWXehWj_l[[\\ehjXo@Wd[b_W<WhciY_[dj_iji
j^Wjm[dj_djej^_imeha"l_i_j mmm$^^c_$eh]%
Xkbb[j_d%\[X(&'($
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The Twists and Turns of Immunity

Fred Alt has built a career making sense of the immune system—specifically, the diverse
antibodies that fight off invading molecules, from viruses to cancer cells to pollen.
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Jared Leeds

The diversity of the immune system’s antibodies
depends on the three-dimensional structure of DNA.

I M AG I N E T H AT T H E O N LY R OA D C O N N E C T I N G T WO C I T I E S

HAD

rollercoaster-inspired loops. Cars and trucks attempting to make the
journey would plummet off the highway. It would surely discourage
direct traffic between the towns. ¶ In the cell, where molecular
machines constantly travel along strands of genetic material, such uninviting loops and curls are commonplace. They help keep proteins from
accessing genes the cell doesn’t need at
the time. Later, when the cell needs the
genes to be activated, the dizzying roundabouts can be straightened out to support
molecular traffic.
In the late 1970s, when HHMI investigator Fred Alt at Children’s Hospital Boston
started studying the human immune system,
he had no idea this higher-order structure of
DNA even existed. Today, he’s found that
the way DNA is packaged into three-dimensional structures is crucial to every immune
process he’s looked at.
Alt studies how the immune system
generates antibodies against any potential
invader to the body—from a virus to a cancer cell or bit of pollen. When an antibody
recognizes an invader, it signals the rest of
the immune system to destroy it. This means
millions of different antibodies are somehow
encoded in the DNA of immune cells to
recognize all types of invading molecules.
“It’s important for a cell to make only
one type of antibody at a time,” says Alt.
In immunology, that quality is called
specificity. “But it’s also important that different cells make different antibodies.” This
is diversity.
If the immune system had enough
genes for every possible antibody the body
might need, our genomes would be exponentially larger than they are. Instead,
immune cells combine different bits of
genes in different ways to make millions

of unique combinations. Three gene segments—dubbed variable (or V, for short),
diversity (D), and joining (J)—are the basis
for these permutations.
In 1984, Alt discovered that immune cells
always combine a D and J segment before
adding a V. Cells early in their development,
he found, contained partial antibody genes
composed of only Ds and Js. When Alt grew
those cells in the lab, the antibody genes
added a V later in the cell’s development.
He has since worked out some of the proteins responsible for combining these gene
segments in different ways. And he’s pinpointed how the cell makes sure only one
antibody is produced—by suppressing alternate antibody genes once a combination is
successfully produced.
But Alt wanted to know how the cell
ensured the order in which the genes were
combined. The hint came when he was
looking at the DNA between D and V gene
segments. He noticed a stretch of DNA
that’s found elsewhere in the genome and
is known to regulate DNA transcription.
A protein called CTCF that attaches to
certain DNA sequences to regulate gene
expression can bind to the region. It folds
the surrounding DNA into loops.
Alt wanted to know the role of the
so-called CTCF-binding element in controlling the assembly of antibody genes. So
he mutated the binding element, with drastic results.

“We saw a very unordered pattern of antibody gene generation,” says Alt. Segments
from the V genes joined with Ds before the
Js were tacked on. And only a few of the possible V segments were used, leading to fewer
unique antibody possibilities. Moreover,
cells lost the ability to ensure production of
only one antibody at a time. Both specificity and diversity were obliterated. His group,
led by postdoctoral fellow Chunguang Guo,
published the observations September 11,
2011, in Nature.
“This site impacts every regulatory process that we’ve been studying for 30 years,”
Alt says of the CTCF.
The CTCF protein is normally bound
to the CTCF-binding site during development. Alt’s team discovered that the
antibody gene forms a number of loops that
require the bound protein. Transcription
proteins—which travel along DNA and use
it as a blueprint for RNA strands—get stuck
between the D and V segments because of
these loops, Alt thinks. The arrangement
allows developing cells to produce antibodies with only the D and J regions; the V
segment is added later.
“Genes have incredibly complex threedimensional organization,” Alt says. “And
we’re learning that all of biology depends
on that organization.”
Alt’s next task is to uncover the other
proteins responsible for controlling the
CTCF site. Now that he’s found a master control site that keeps the V from
being added to antibodies too early, he
wants to know what signals the cell to
finally add the V segment. Stay tuned.

W –SARAH
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BORROWING
TRICKS FROM
PHYSICS,
BIOLOGISTS ARE
GETTING A
HANDLE ON
THE MINIMACHINES
THAT PROVIDE
PUSH
AND PULL INSIDE
LIVING CELLS.
Firstname Surname

BY SARAH C.P. WILLIAMS

WHY MEASURE FORCE?
J^_i_ih[i[WhY^Wj_jifkh[ij"Zed[jeWZlWdY[ekhkdZ[hijWdZ_d]e\j^[_dd[hmeha_d]ie\j^[Y[bb$8kj[l[ho
ceb[Ykb[j^Wj][d[hWj[iehh[ifedZije\ehY[_ied[j^Wj"m^[d_jZe[idÊjmehafhef[hbo"YekbZb[WZje
Y[bbkbWhcWb\kdYj_edWdZZ_i[Wi[$KdZ[hijWdZ_d]j^[\ehY[iWjmeha_di_Z[WY[bb^[bfiiY_[dj_ijiZ_iYel[h
mWoijeijh[d]j^[dehij_\b[j^ei[\ehY[ijeYWki[XheWZ[hY^Wd][i_dWY[bb$

SCIENTISTS
in the early 1900s invented a relatively easy way to measure the
force generated by a muscle. They would hang muscle fiber, biopsied from an animal, between two finely calibrated springs and
then probe the muscle with an electric shock to make it contract.
The stronger the muscle, the more it pulled the springs.
But physiologists soon learned that individual molecules in
cells generate the collective force in muscles. And the crude
spring experiments couldn’t be applied to these tiny molecules.
The challenge of how to measure molecular forces became even
more vital as they discovered other molecular motors—molecules
in a cell that convert energy to movement. Motors, scientists realized, help sperm swim, pull DNA apart so it can be copied, and
carry molecules from one side of the cell to the other. Every
directional, nonrandom movement that had been visible under
microscopes for centuries was, at some level, due to molecular
motors generating force inside cells.
Force is anything that makes an object change its speed,
direction, or shape. In the context of cells, forces are required to
move molecules. Quantifying these forces gives scientists a way
to compare and contrast different molecular motors. Without
measurements of force, they were missing a crucial entry in the
equations of how cells use energy.
“The bottom line is that the cell is not just a little bag of
concentrated reactants. The cell resembles a factory,” says Carlos
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Bustamante, an HHMI investigator at the University of California, Berkeley. “There are different centers, each specialized in
certain functions. Those centers are primarily made up of protein machines. And those machines work as motors that produce
torque and movement and force.”
Today, thanks to techniques that Bustamante helped bring
from physics to biology, scientists can quantify the forces and
movements generated by molecular motors. They can precisely
measure the force it takes to unfold a protein or unwind a strand
of DNA. The innovative methods not only provide fascinating
insight into the magnitude of force being generated inside living
cells, they also offer ways to change this force and study the consequences. Scientists can play tug of war with a strand of DNA or
pull a protein backward along a track to see how the molecules
behave under stress.
Shining a Light on Force
In the 1980s, Bustamante worked at the University of New Mexico
studying how pieces of DNA moved through gels. When coaxed
through the gel by an electric current, fluorescently stained DNA
strands moved at different speeds depending on their sizes.
“As I was watching this separation, what became evident to me
was how elastic these molecules appeared,” he says. “Sometimes
a little piece would get caught and the DNA would stretch out,
and then it would snap back like a spring.”
He became curious about the elasticity of DNA and how
to measure it. How much force would he need to stretch out a
strand like the gel was doing?
In his earliest calculations, Bustamante estimated that he
needed a tenth of a piconewton to begin to stretch DNA. “A newton is about the weight of an apple on the surface of the earth,”
he says. A piconewton is a millionth of a millionth of that, around
the weight of a red blood cell.”
To generate this small amount of force, Bustamante attached
one end of a DNA strand to a glass coverslip and the other end
to a tiny magnetic bead. Then, he used a second magnet, with
a known magnetic strength, to tug on the magnetized end of the
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DNA strand. He could measure how strong the magnet had to
be to stretch the DNA by different amounts. It was the first direct
measurement of the elasticity of a strand of DNA and was reported
in Science in 1992.
Over the next decade, Bustamante and his colleagues refined
the method and brought cutting-edge physics to bear. Instead
of using magnetism, their techniques relied on optics, or light.
These methods allowed them to make more precise measurements and apply even smaller forces.
If a powerful laser shines through a plastic bead, the light beam
is slightly deflected at the bead’s surface. This change in direction
of the light beam requires a tiny amount of force. And according to Newton’s third law—for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction—this miniscule amount of force pulls the tiny
bead toward the center of the beam. Change the intensity of light,
and the amount of force exerted on the bead changes.
Physicist Steven Chu, now the U.S. Secretary of Energy, won the
1997 Nobel Prize in Physics for his quantum physics application
of this technique, called optical trapping because it traps a particle
in the beam of light. Bustamante was among a handful of scientists who pioneered its use in biology for single-molecule studies.
The small plastic bead used in optical trapping can be
attached to a strand of DNA or a protein and pulled using the
force generated by the laser beam. To stretch a piece of DNA,
Bustamante could attach a plastic bead in place of the magnet,
put it under the laser, and slowly move the laser in one direction.
“We knew we were doing experiments that hadn’t been done
before,” says Bustamante. “But we came to realize that besides just
learning what the elasticity of DNA was, these techniques offered
the chance to learn about other interesting things in the cell.”
Suddenly, Bustamante had a way to physically manipulate
any molecule that he wanted. He imagined using optical traps to
pull proteins apart or drag motors along pieces of DNA. Today,
these experiments are reality, and optical trapping is the go-to
way for biologists to push and pull on individual molecules to
study their behavior.
Measuring Moving Parts
At Yale University, HHMI investigator Anna Pyle studies the
shuffling movements of RNA helicases along strands of RNA,
the genetic material that translates DNA codes into proteins.
As they move, some RNA helicases push other molecules
off the RNA. Other helicases are required to unwind double
strands of RNA or to recognize foreign RNA brought into a
cell by a virus.

JWd_W8Wa[h^Wiki[Zefj_YWbjhWff_d]j[Y^d_gk[ijec[Wikh[
j^[\ehY[i_dlebl[Z_dfhej[_d\ebZ_d]$D[njkf0j^[\ehY[
h[gk_h[Z\ehceb[YkbWhcWY^_d[ijeoWdafhej[_di[Yj_ediWfWhj$

“At their core, all these proteins work by opening and closing,
shuffling along an RNA strand,” says Pyle. “But that behavior is
coupled to all sorts of different functions in the cell.”
Having studied the biochemistry and structure of helicases,
Pyle wanted to quantify the force it took for the proteins to move
along RNA. In collaboration with Bustamante, she used an optical trap to tug on a helicase as it moved along an RNA strand.
As the helicase moved, the optical trap exerted an increasing
amount of force on the bead attached to the helicase. The scientists could measure these forces through the laser beam holding
the bead in place.
“Getting these numbers on force serves as a real window into
basic thermodynamics of these motors,” says Pyle. Biochemists
like to think of chemical reactions in terms of equations, she says,
and force has been a missing number in those equations. She can
now use her initial results to compare the force used by different
helicases or to see how a mutation changes the force a helicase
can generate, and thus, its function.
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but constantly slipped backward on the DNA, never getting to the
end. The group published their work October 6, 2011, in Nature.
“In bulk studies, researchers didn’t get an unwinding signal at
all in the presence of ATP,” says Wang. “So we didn’t know this
was happening.” She thinks the slippage is an adaptation by the
cell to slow unwinding of DNA when there aren’t nucleotides
around to quickly bind and pair with each single strand. Since
dTTP is a nucleotide that can be incorporated into the strands, its
binding to the helicase signals that there are plenty of nucleotides
around and the single strands won’t be left hanging.

Molecular Tug of War
The first applications of optical trapping in biology revolved
around DNA and RNA. Since Bustamante had already calculated
the elasticity of the molecules, these measurements provided a
starting point for other experiments on the forces exerted on or
by the nucleic acids. But scientists soon wanted to manipulate
proteins on their own—to study how they can alter their complex
conformations, unfold, and interact with each other. Optical trapping offered a way to do this physical wrangling.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), HHMI
investigator Tania Baker, as part of a long-term collaboration with
HHMI scientific review board member Bob Sauer, runs experiments that are similar to those Michelle Wang set up to study T7
helicase. But Baker studies how one molecular machine, ClpXP,
unfolds entire proteins rather than DNA strands.
“Proteins are designed to be really stable in cells, but there are
critical times when the cell needs to unfold them,” says Baker.
Unfolding a protein inactivates it if the protein is no longer needed,
has to cross a membrane, or needs to be remodeled, she explains.
ClpXP, like helicase T7, is ring shaped, and pulls proteins
through its center. But it doesn’t always
move at a steady rate—some proteins,
or parts of proteins, are harder to unfold
and cause ClpXP to stall, while other proteins or sections unravel easily, especially
once a neighboring bit is unfolded. Baker
wanted a way to study the range of speeds
at which ClpXP moves as it unwinds different parts of a protein.
So she collaborated with biophysicist Matt Lang, then at MIT and now at
Vanderbilt University, to devise an optical
trap setup. Two traps held either end of a
protein strand in place. As ClpXP unfolded
the protein, the strand lengthened—measurable by determining the distance
between the traps. So far, she’s shown
that the technique works, quantifying the
stop–start motion of the unfolding process.
9Whbei8kijWcWdj[Z[l_i[Zefj_YWbjhWff_d]jef^oi_YWbbocWd_fkbWj[
Next, she’ll use it to tackle the tougher
ceb[Ykb[iWdZijkZoj^[_hX[^Wl_eh$C_Y^[bb[MWd]ki[Zj^[j[Y^d_gk[je
question of what determines how hard it
mWjY^:D7kdm_dZ_d]_dj^[fh[i[dY[e\jmeZ_\\[h[dj[d[h]oiekhY[iÆ
is for ClpXP to yank protein sections apart.
WdZiWmZ_ij_dYj_edij^Wjdeed[^WZf_Ya[ZkfX[\eh[$
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Wang: Kevin Rivoli / AP, ©HHMI Bustamante: Andrew Nagata

Optical trapping experiments by Michelle Wang, an HHMI
investigator at Cornell University, upended ideas on how one protein works. In the 1990s, Wang was part of a Princeton University
team that used the technique to measure forces of a DNA-based
motor protein for the first time. Today, Wang has turned her
attention to T7 helicase, a molecular motor that separates double-stranded DNA into two single strands by pulling the DNA
through the center of its donut-shaped structure. Other proteins
then add nucleotides—the building blocks of DNA—to turn the
single strands into two double strands.
T7 helicase can bind two forms of cellular energy. One, called
ATP, is the most common currency of energy in cells. Breaking
ATP’s chemical bonds releases energy used in many molecular
motors. The other form, called dTTP, is both an energy-storing
molecule and a DNA nucleotide. Previous experiments with T7
helicase showed that when only ATP was present, the helicase
didn’t unwind DNA. But the studies looked at many strands of
DNA and helicases at once, averaging how fast the motors moved.
Wang wasn’t convinced the collective results told the whole story,
since she knew ATP could bind to the helicase.
“When you do an experiment like that, you don’t know the
behavior of each molecule and it’s hard to interpret,” says Wang.
“It’s like trying to analyze a whole bunch of runners going at
different speeds. But instead of measuring the speed of each runner, you measure how long it takes until the last runner crosses
the finish line.”
Wang’s team devised optical traps to hold two DNA strands
in place, so they could track the unwinding progress of the T7
helicase one molecule at a time. In the presence of dTTP, their
associated helicase unwound the DNA at a consistent rate. With
only ATP present, the helicase unwound the strands at a faster rate

“It’s like trying to analyze a whole bunch
of runners going at different speeds. But
instead of measuring the speed of each
runner, you measure how long it takes until
the last runner crosses the finish line.”
—Michelle Wang
“We do a lot of biochemistry and a lot of structural studies,
and now this is another tool to study this family of enzymes,” says
Baker. “One of the things this protein does is create force, so it’s
important to study that aspect of it.”
Not all motors in the cell are pulling molecules apart. Some
are vehicles, carrying cellular supplies from one location to
another. A neuron, for example, has a long process—the axon—
that can extend up to one meter. Proteins, membranes, and
chemicals must move rapidly from one end of the axon to the
other, requiring a molecular motor.
In 1985, HHMI investigator Ron Vale of the University of
California, San Francisco, discovered kinesin, the molecular
motor that transports materials through neurons on filaments
called microtubules. In his early experiments, Vale could watch
kinesin moving a plastic bead along microtubules under a microscope and later could follow the movement of the motor by
single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. But in their natural
state, molecular motors of the neuron need to produce a reasonable amount of force to drag their cargos through the dense
environment of the cytoplasm. Vale found optical traps to be a
useful tool for studying this force.
“It’s like learning how an engine works by studying how it performs under different loads,” says Vale.
In his latest experiments, optical traps have allowed him to
push and pull a single kinesin molecule along microtubules
and observe how it responds. Unexpectedly, he found that simply pulling on the kinesin causes it to take regular steps along
the microtubule, even in the absence of the chemical energy
that it usually needs to produce movement. He also found that
he could pull the molecule backward along microtubules, but
it takes more force. The difference in the required force provides clues about how kinesin works and how it moves in the
correct direction.
The Force of Innovation
While optical traps have answered some questions posed by biologists and given them a way to quantify force in their systems,
the method has also led to more questions.
Vale, for instance, now wants to know how kinesin’s structure changes while it’s stepping along microtubules. The atomic

details of protein structure can be obtained by x-ray crystallography but are not visible under a light microscope; thus optical
traps alone do not provide data on structural changes.
“I’m fascinated by the idea of putting these two worlds of
x-ray crystallography and light microscopy together,” says Vale.
“What are the real structural changes that are occurring during
force generation?”
HHMI investigator Taekjip Ha, at the University of Illinois at
Urbana–Champaign, has developed a technique that offers a way
to pair structural data with the force control of optical trapping.
In 1996, Ha developed a method to determine the proximity
of two fluorescent molecules based on the light they give off.
The technique, called fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET), had been around for decades, but he showed that it
could be used on two single molecules, rather than as an average. The fluorescent tags can be attached to two molecules or
two parts of a molecule. As the two tags come closer together or
move apart, the fluorescence changes. He uses FRET as a measure of distance, and therefore movement, between any molecules
or parts of molecules.
In a test of the method, Ha collaborated with Pyle to uncover
details of how one particular helicase—from the hepatitis C
virus—unwinds DNA. Its DNA-unwinding function is vital
for the virus to make new DNA and infect cells. The scientists
attached fluorescent tags to two strands of DNA and attached the
strands to optical traps. As the helicase moved along the double
strand, separating it, the researchers could observe the unwinding of the DNA, base pair by base pair, as the fluorescent tags
got farther apart.
The pair discovered that the helicase unwinds three base
pairs at a time, then releases tension in the strand, letting it
relax, before unwinding three more. The discovery could help
them understand how to block the helicase from helping the
virus replicate.
Next, they want to know how much force this unwinding
takes. So Ha is combining FRET with experiments measuring
force. By measuring how the distance between two parts of a protein changes as a result of force, scientists can get a fuller picture
of how unfolding or conformational changes happen.
(continued on page 48)
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A hands-on scientist with
a clear vision, Art Horwich lets nothing
stand in the way of his mission.
by Sarah Goforth
photography by Mark Mahaney
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FOLLOW
ART HORWICH

into his first-floor laboratory at Yale’s Boyer Center for Molecular
Medicine, and you will quickly see where status ranks among his
priorities. Dressed for comfort in khaki corduroys and a worn
North Face fleece, the 61-year-old medical geneticist drops his bag
on a cluttered corner desk and reaches for a tray of DNA samples
left on the lab bench in an overnight experiment. He grins from
behind round wire glasses and an Einsteinian moustache. “I’m a
little stunted,” he apologizes as he completes a task normally
reserved for students and technicians. “I still function as a postdoc.”
Loathe to distance himself from data, Horwich keeps four microscopes (three dissecting, one confocal) in his small office down
the hall. Chin-high piles of manuscripts are stacked against the far
wall; he is on the editorial boards of three scientific journals. Photos
of his wife, three grown children, and lab members, along with
a former patient’s yellowed thank-you letter, decorate his bulletin
board. What’s missing is any evidence of the many honors he’s
received—including the prestigious Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award, which he shared in 2011 with Franz-Ulrich
Hartl of the Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry—for his gamechanging contributions to our understanding of protein folding.
“In science, it’s not what did you do for me 20 years ago, it’s
what have you done for me today,” says a cheerful Horwich, who
has been an HHMI investigator since 1990. Today his full attention
is on a mystery of biology gone wrong that has eluded scientists for
decades and a disease that takes thousands of human lives every
year. His goal, pursued with relentless open-mindedness, is nothing
short of a cure.
THE VIEW FROM THE BENCH
On a chilly Sunday afternoon in April 1939, New York Yankees’
first baseman Lou Gehrig went to bat in the Bronx for the last
time. Having played a record-setting 2,130 consecutive games,
Gehrig’s power and once uncanny aim were fading visibly. He
struck out. Inside his body, clumps of misfolded proteins wrecked
the nerve cells that for 35 years had faithfully sent messages from
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his brain to the muscles operating his arms, legs, and lungs. Just a
couple of months after that game, Gehrig was diagnosed with the
neurodegenerative disease that would thereafter be linked with
his name; he lived just over two more years.
These days, the prognosis for a patient diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) remains grim. For Horwich, a sad
reminder of that fact came in 2003 when his children’s beloved
tennis coach began limping on the court and struggled to communicate. Like Gehrig at the time of his diagnosis, this man was in his
30s and otherwise healthy; he died a year after his ALS diagnosis.
“It really affected me,” says Horwich, whose career has straddled clinical medicine and basic science. Having spent decades
studying cellular machines called chaperones that help proteins
fold properly into their useful forms, Horwich turned his attention to a scientific problem with a human face: “Why, in ALS
and other neurodegenerative diseases, are chaperones failing to
do their jobs?” he asked.
And so five years ago, Horwich transformed a laboratory
dedicated to the biology and kinetics of protein folding—a field
in which he is widely recognized as a pioneer—to a multidisciplinary combat zone against a brutal human disease. “I felt a deep
obligation to go in this direction,” he says.
REVISITING A CLASSIC
Although that decision required Horwich to become expert in
disciplines in which he had little experience—mouse genetics,

stem cell biology, neuroscience—it was also a natural extension
of his past work.
Proteins are made from chains of amino acids that fold in intricate, specific ways into three-dimensional structures. The physical
shape of a protein, once folded, governs its behavior. The process
sometimes goes awry, however, and misfolded proteins are associated with a number of neurodegenerative and other diseases.
In the 1950s, American biochemist Christian Anfinsen unfolded
a protein—a common mammalian enzyme—in a test tube and
found that it spontaneously refolded into its useful conformation.
His conclusion, and that of most scientists who conducted protein research in the following three decades, was that proteins
don’t need help from the cell to get into shape.
Horwich was just a boy, growing up in a western suburb of
Chicago, when Anfinsen conducted his famous experiment.
But he remembers the day he learned about it, the day Anfinsen
received the Nobel Prize in 1972. Horwich was an undergraduate
at Brown University, having joined the first class of students in a
program that combined an undergraduate degree with a medical
degree. That evening, he says, “we went to the lab and looked for
every protein we could find to duplicate Anfinsen’s experiment,
it was so astonishing.” Taken as he was by Anfinsen’s discovery,
Horwich could not have predicted that decades later his own work
would forever amend it.
Horwich completed medical school, graduating first in his
class at Brown, followed by a residency in pediatrics at Yale School
of Medicine. He loved the human contact that came with clinical medicine but knew the life of a physician wouldn’t satisfy his
curiosity. Lured by the California climate and a chance to study a
particular virus, polyoma, with Walter Eckhart and Tony Hunter,
he took a postdoctoral research position at the Salk Institute
before returning to Yale in 1981. There, in the lab of Leon Rosenberg, Horwich began his work on a human enzyme—ornithine
transcarbamylase (OTC)—that would prove key to overturning the dogma, grounded in Anfinsen’s work, that proteins fold
on their own.
OTC facilitates the conversion of ammonia to urea in
human cells, neutralizing waste. In newborns with a rare,
X-linked genetic mutation, OTC deficiency can cause ammonia to accumulate. Seemingly normal at birth, the infants can
fall into a coma within days. Rosenberg, Horwich, and colleagues cloned and sequenced the gene responsible for OTC,
ultimately developing a genetic test that allowed patients with a

family history of the disease to determine whether a fetus carries
the often lethal mutation.
CAPTURING A COMPLEX PICTURE
Horwich established his own lab at Yale and was soon joined by
Krystyna Furtak, his technical “right hand” to this day, and graduate student Ming Cheng. They had learned that to do its job,
OTC must first be delivered to the mitochondria, the oval organelles that supply energy to cells. Curious about how this happens,
the group inserted the human OTC gene into yeast. They then
created mutant forms of the yeast, looking for failures in the OTC
pathway that might help them decipher the steps involved.
By then it was known that proteins generally can’t enter mitochondria in their bulky three-dimensional forms. To pass through
tiny entryways in the mitochondrial membranes, they must first
unfold. Once inside, before they can do their jobs, they must fold
up again. One evening in 1987, after a day of examining mutant
yeast for variations, Horwich and Cheng, looked across the lab
bench at each other and asked a question no one else had: might
the OTC protein need help folding after it has entered the mitochondrial chamber?
Anfinsen’s experiment, after all, had been conducted in the
protected isolation of a test tube; the environment inside a cell is
a cacophony of enzymes, chemicals, and tiny protein machines.
Some of these machines were known to help refold proteins
under stressful conditions that disrupt their shape, such as heat.
What if such machines were also required for a protein to fold
under normal conditions? Horwich and Cheng decided to look
for a mutant yeast strain in which OTC made it into the mitochondria but didn’t fold properly once there. That, they guessed,
would signal the absence of any such protein-folding machine
if it existed.
Within days, Cheng had identified such a mutant, which
seemed to confirm their hypothesis. Hartl, an expert on how proteins are imported into the mitochondria, then at the University
of Munich, heard about these experiments and called Horwich to
see if he needed assistance on the biochemistry side of the problem. “And of course we did,” laughs Horwich. “We were three
people in a new lab who had little or no experience with yeast
biochemistry and were stumbling our way around.”
Horwich shared the mutant strain, called mif4, and heard back
from an excited Hartl two weeks later. “He said, ‘you’re absolutely
right,’” remembers Horwich. “His work suggested that whatever
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was going wrong with this mutant, it had something to do with
polypeptide chain folding inside the mitochondrial matrix.”
The mutation carried by this strain, it turned out, was in a
gene that encodes a mitochondrial protein whose production
is amped up when cells overheat—one of the class of protein
machines thought to help refold proteins under stressful conditions. For that reason it had been dubbed heat shock protein 60,
or Hsp60. Versions of this protein are found in nearly every cell of
every organism in the world. The surprising thing was that Hsp60,
in Horwich’s mutant yeast, appeared necessary for protein folding
under normal conditions.
The notion that Hsp60 could be necessary for protein folding
provided “enormous focus” for the group, according to Wayne
Fenton, a senior member of Horwich’s lab. The researchers
probed a related protein found in bacteria, called GroEL, from
every angle possible to understand how it worked. “If we didn’t
have the tools or the skills to answer the question we needed to
answer, then we figured someone else did and we found a collaborator,” says Fenton. “Usually they would teach us a thing or
two, and we’d say, ‘hey, this isn’t so hard,’ and then start doing it
ourselves. Art and I share that point of view.”

cell dies. The scientists named the complex a chaperonin and
placed it in a class of proteins—called chaperones—believed to
assist other proteins in their tasks.
“From the time of Anfinsen we thought that proteins fold
and that’s all there is to it,” says Richard Lifton, an HHMI
investigator and Horwich’s department head at Yale. “Art’s work
completely overturned that paradigm because actually, no, if
you didn’t have these chaperonin machines, the proteins would
come crashing down.”
Anfinsen’s principles, Horwich hastens to point out, were alive
and well throughout these experiments. Horwich’s belief has
always been that chaperonins facilitate a process that happens
quite naturally by creating a sheltered “changing room” for proteins much like Anfinsen’s test tube.
AN OBLIGATION TO EVOLVE
Horwich and his collaborators still study GroEL—most recently
using electron microscopy with Saibil and collaborators in
California to capture images of proteins moving through the
machine—but with the larger mystery of its structure and function solved, the ALS work now occupies most of his time.

“In whatever direction the project needs him to go to become
expert, he does that. It’s one of the hallmarks of a great
scientist, following the trail wherever it leads.” RICHARD LIFTON
A biochemist by training, Fenton was a research scientist
in the Rosenberg lab at Yale when Horwich joined as a postdoc. He ran his own lab for a time but lacked patience for the
administrative duties that came along with being a principal
investigator. When Horwich established his own lab, sights set
on OTC, Fenton joined up and has been working at Horwich’s
side ever since. Both avid sailors, the two men are friends as well
as colleagues.
In the 1980s and early ’90s, Horwich, Fenton, Cheng, and
a growing group of collaborators focused their attention on
GroEL. In a painstaking three-year effort with Yale crystallographer Paul Sigler, who died in 2000, the group elucidated
GroEL’s molecular structure by x-ray crystallography. Working
with Helen Saibil at Birkbeck College in London, the team
captured further details of the machine in various states via
electron microscopy.
Snapped together in the cell with a protein cap called GroES,
the GroEL complex is shaped like a hollow bullet whose tip pops
on and off to chauffeur in unfolded proteins and close them off
from the cellular environment. Safely inside, the proteins fold on
their own, as Anfinsen predicted. But without GroEL, the proteins clump together before they have a chance to fold, and the
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“While we were busy trying to understand the mechanism of
chaperones,” Horwich says, “a whole industrious group of people
was learning that many common neurodegenerative diseases are
associated with protein misfolding and aggregation. It was shocking to see that a number of these aggregates are occurring in the
cytosol—the cell’s watery interior—where there should be a good
supply of chaperones.”
In ALS, the aggregates form almost exclusively in the spindly
motor neurons that extend down the body’s limbs and operate the
muscles. Despite years of study, no one knows why this happens
or whether the aggregates are a cause or a symptom of the disease.
Tackling those questions requires the kind of experimental openness Horwich is known for. “We just have to look at it at all levels,”
he says. “Electron microscopy, light microscopy, whole animal,
embryonic stem cells if they’ll work, genomics.”
On a given day, you might find Fenton bent over a microscope,
his long white beard dangling as he examines fledgling motor
neurons cultured from stem cells. In the next room, postdoctoral
researcher Urmi Bandyopadhyay might be examining a spinal
cord cross-section from a mouse in the last stages of the murine
equivalent of ALS. She guides a fine laser to cut out and capture,
for further study, the protein clumps associated with the disease.

Mark Mahaney

Though Art Horwich has a full schedule—he’s on the editorial
boards of three scientific journals—he still makes time to keep his
hands in the work at the lab bench.

MAKING THE ROUNDS
If it’s early in the morning, Horwich can be found in the basement
of the building next door, making his daily rounds.
Most ALS cases in people are sporadic, meaning that the family of the affected person has no history of the disease. But roughly
10 percent of cases are familial, inherited from one generation to
the next. Scientists have identified a number of genes associated
with familial forms of ALS, and Horwich has homed in on one
of them, called SOD1, to study a mouse model for the disease.
He begins every day by checking in on his mouse colony, many
members of which have been bred to express mutations in SOD1.
The SOD1 gene codes for an abundant protein—it accounts
for roughly 1 percent of the proteins in a cell’s cytosol—whose
precise role in ALS is unknown. Horwich bred mice with a
mutant form of the SOD1 protein, called G85R, that cannot fold
properly and causes features of disease like those associated with
ALS in humans, including partial paralysis and clumped proteins
inside motor neurons. The mutation appears to cause a gain of
function, not the loss of one: delete the gene entirely, and the
animals survive.
How an animal could survive without a protein normally so
abundant is one of the many questions in the overall ALS puzzle
that Horwich’s lab is pursuing. Pinpointing the function gained
as a result of the mutation associated with the disease is another.
With Lifton, Horwich is also sequencing the protein-coding portions of genomes of ALS patients. In doing so, the scientists hope
to explain the role of genetics in sporadic forms of the disease.

“There hasn’t been a lot of ambiguity in Art’s lab as to what the
mission has been,” says Lifton. “In whatever direction the project
needs him to go to become expert, he does that. It’s one of the
hallmarks of a great scientist, following the trail wherever it leads.”
But beyond elucidating the basic biology of ALS, Horwich is
not shy about his ultimate goal. “If, when my children’s tennis
coach first started limping we had known what to do to arrest the
process associated with aggregation of these proteins, he would
still be alive,” he says. “That would be the dream.”
To that end, Horwich has treated some of his mutant mice
with experimental therapies; in others, he is investigating how
variations in the SOD1 gene affect the progression of disease.
He is also exploring whether it’s possible to get cells to ramp up
their production of chaperone proteins, amplifying their ability
to capture free-floating unfolded proteins that might otherwise
clump together.
It’s too soon to say whether any of these approaches will yield
a viable treatment. For Horwich, who in the GroEL days grew
accustomed to experiments that could be conceived and completed in a single day, the work is maddeningly slow. Still, his
characteristic optimism is on full display.
“I keep going in the mouse room and hoping that we will be
able to see an animal whose disease improves because of something we can track,” he says. But “whether we’re successful at
trying this huge thing that we’re trying to tackle or not, I’m still
going to come to work. I’m still going to tinker side by side with
my group.” W
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by Dan Ferber
illustration by Josh Cochran
Science and math teachers need to be
relentless learners to keep up with the
science and effective teaching principles.

PART 2 OF 2: This article focuses on in-service training—professional
development for teachers once they are in the classroom. Part 1 of
the series, on preservice training for college students and graduates who
intend to be STEM teachers, appeared in the November 2011 Bulletin.

teaching high school and middle school science, Wendy Bramlett
had taught every topic in the book. No joke.
“I used to think you had to cover every concept in the textbook,” says Bramlett, a science teacher at Tuscaloosa Magnet
Middle School in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Her students would dutifully regurgitate the information on tests.
Laboratories, when she could afford them, were low-tech
affairs. She taught mitosis by giving her students pipe cleaners to
model chromosomes in a dividing cell. Often she just did what
she calls “pencil and paper” labs, in which students plodded
through problems in a workbook. “For the students it was boring.
Science wasn’t one of their favorite subjects,” Bramlett says.
“It really wasn’t fun for me either,” she adds.
Then Bramlett got some training. She enrolled in the Alabama
Math, Science, and Technology Initiative, an extensive, state-run
teacher training program for science and math teachers aimed at
boosting student performance. Bramlett took advantage of every
aspect of the program: She completed a two-week workshop two
summers in a row, connected with a science-teaching mentor,
and began borrowing modern laboratory equipment and teaching her students how to use it. Her teaching—and her students’
learning—turned around.
Today only about one-third of eighth graders in the United
States show proficiency in math and science. Several standard-setting groups have taken action to boost U.S. performance in science
and math. Last summer the National Research Council outlined
new science teaching standards that lean heavily on inquiry-based
learning. The College Board has overhauled the Advanced Placement Biology curriculum to emphasize scientific inquiry and
reduce the emphasis on rote memorization. And 45 states have
adopted the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics, a
state-led initiative that raises the bar for K–12 mathematics education. These efforts are built on an education research base that
says students understand science better by doing it and they learn
math best by applying it to real-world problems.
Educators and funders are revamping preparation of prospective teachers (called preservice training) to help them learn how
to teach in these new and more effective ways (see “Calling All
Teachers,” November 2011 HHMI Bulletin). But what about
the nation’s 250,000 middle and high school science and math
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teachers already in classrooms, and the 1.5 million elementary
school teachers who teach some science and math? They’re
going to have to raise their game.
For that they’ll need good professional development. It’s no
easy task, however, for trainers to change teachers’ practices
enough to improve student learning, says Deb Felix, senior program officer for HHMI’s precollege science education initiatives.
Good programs help teachers acquire a firm grasp of modern
scientific techniques and the teaching methods they need to
enable their students to learn through inquiry. They also create opportunities for teachers to test and refine new lessons and
carve out ample time for training, mentoring, and peer support—
often despite tight and shrinking training budgets (see sidebar,
“STEM Teaching 2.0”). A mix of large nonprofit agencies, universities, states, and school districts are incorporating these tested
approaches. The work they’re doing is beginning to pay off.

LOTS OF OPTIONS, NOT ENOUGH TIME
U.S. schools invest 1 to 12 percent of their budgets on staff professional development, according to Learning Forward, a trade
group for teacher trainers. This spending creates a huge market
for teacher professional development, and there is no shortage of
organizations that offer it. School districts often develop and run
their own programs, sometimes with advice from companies and
independent consultants. Universities, colleges, medical schools,
and museums hold summer workshops and develop teaching
modules. Some companies sponsor programs for teachers, such as
Intel’s Thinking with Technology course. Nonprofit organizations,
such as WestEd and the National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA), offer workshops and online programs for teachers, some
of them supported by federal funds. “Anybody can get into this mix
who can sell it,” says Julie Luft, a science education researcher at
the University of Georgia and former director of research at NSTA.
Still, most teachers receive far less training than they need,
and not by choice. More than half of U.S. teachers are offered
at most two days of paid professional development per year from
their districts, according to a large 2003–2004 survey by the U.S.
Department of Education. More than half of science teachers
surveyed by NSTA in 2009 said they wanted more. In many
school districts, professional development is limited to a single

workshop. “They get a day right before the school year begins,”
Felix points out. These workshops are too short to be of much use,
yet districts keep doing them, she says.

SEEING STUDENTS BENEFIT

Rob Culpepper

When done right, however, professional development can make a
real difference for students. Carla C. Johnson, of the University of
Cincinnati, and two colleagues tracked students at a middle school
where all science and math teachers received comprehensive professional development, including monthly in-school sessions in
which trainers modeled effective instruction and let teachers practice it. Their students were compared with students at a middle
school in the same district with no such program. After two years
of instruction by these newly trained science teachers, Johnson’s
team gave the seventh-graders a 29-point test to gauge scientific
knowledge and reasoning. They scored 50 percent better than students of untrained teachers, Johnson and colleagues reported in
2007 in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching. What’s more,
the effects lasted. In 10th grade, 88 percent of the students who
had learned from the specially trained middle school teachers
passed the Ohio Graduation Test on their first try, compared with a
34 percent pass rate among students of the control teachers, Johnson’s team reported in 2010 in School Science and Mathematics.
Two summers of training in an inquiry-based neuroscience
curriculum was a big help for middle school science teachers in
Minnesota. When science educator Gillian Roehrig and neuroscientist Jan Dubinsky of the University of Minnesota tested
the impact of the curriculum, called BrainU, they found that the
teachers adopted the methods immediately after the first year,
Dubinsky reported at the 2011 conference of the Association for
Science Teacher Education. However, “after the second year it’s
really transformative in terms of how they’re using inquiry in the
classroom,” Roehrig says.
That was Rachelle Haroldson’s experience. A year after she
completed BrainU’s partner program for
high school science teachers, her students
were dissecting a sheep brain, exploring
how it compared structurally with a human
brain. And after her students assembled
model neurons from beads and string as
they studied neural signaling, she had
them investigate questions like: What is a
drug? If you take a drug, what does it do
to your body? The students learned how
alcohol affects decision making in the
frontal lobes and how marijuana mimics
endogenous cannabinoids. “When they
thought about their brain as a muscle and
that they were weakening it [with drugs],
that seemed to have a profound impact on
them,” Haroldson recalls.

simply not up to speed. They may lack research experience or—
especially in middle schools—they may be teaching a subject for
which they weren’t trained, says developmental biologist Barbara
Wakimoto of the University of Washington in Seattle.
Scientists, like Wakimoto, can play an important role offering the research experience and inquiry-focused approach. K–12
science education requires a multifaceted strategy that should
involve scientists as well as preservice and in-service training, says
David Asai, HHMI’s undergraduate science education program
director. “The community of scientists, in particular, can provide
excellent ways for in-service teachers to build more inquiry into
their teaching. In-service teachers can be the principal partners
with scientists, who can help develop those tools, and they can be
a huge resource for future teachers.”
Wakimoto and two colleagues run an intensive four-week
summer life sciences teaching institute for 20 Washington State
K–8 teachers. They focus on upper elementary and middle school
teachers because, unlike high school teachers who see their students for one period a day, these teachers “are with students long
enough to get them excited about science,” Wakimoto says.
Wakimoto and program manager Helen Buttemer show teachers how to create simple inquiry-based lessons with readily available
materials—for example, testing the adhesive powers of slug slime,
studying lentil seed germination, or observing fruit fly mating rituals.
They train teachers to walk students through a scientific investigation using a tool called an inquiry board. The teacher records ideas
on an eight-section poster board as the class brainstorms a question,
the variables to test, the controls, the experimental setup, and the
predicted outcome. After the study is completed, the class tabulates
results, looking for patterns, and answers the original question.
Wakimoto’s colleagues follow up by visiting each participating
teacher’s home school, often bringing equipment to lend. “When
we go back to the classrooms, we find these inquiry boards all over
the state,” she says.

HONING SCIENCE SKILLS
To help students learn science through
inquiry, teachers must first understand
how scientific inquiry works. But many are

Spurred by workshops, mentoring, and access to equipment, Alabama teacher Wendy Bramlett
shifted from lectures to hands-on lessons—and her students’ science scores soared.
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High school teachers need the hands-on experience as well.
In Louisiana, for example, many teachers are certified to teach
high school biology or chemistry with just a smattering of college
courses in the subject. They “have a working knowledge of the
discipline, but they have no lab skills and no research experience
as an undergraduate with respect to how science is really done,”
says Ann Findley, a biology professor at the University of Louisiana at Monroe (ULM).
To build their laboratory skills and confidence, each summer
Findley and her colleagues invite eight Louisiana high school
teachers and up to 60 of their students for an HHMI-sponsored
month-long summer science workshop. The teachers and
students work together through four successive one-week investigations, each in a different field of biology. “You might be tagging
DNA with fluorescent dyes this week, and next week you may be
out seining in the bayou to get the biomass of life in an aquatic
environment,” says Brenda Grover, science chair at Richwood
High School in Monroe and a workshop veteran. “Then you
might move to geography, looking at satellite views of our area.”
Teachers learn best how to lead inquiry-based lessons by
working through them, according to research on professional
development. Findley and her colleagues advise teachers privately
about how to turn workshop exercises into lessons that will benefit
their students. They also challenge teachers to prepare supplies
and solutions for an exercise and discuss how to troubleshoot it.
During the school year, the ULM team lends financially
strapped high schools trunks with PCR machines, microscopes,
centrifuges, and other equipment and supplies. Findley and
her students act as science ambassadors to the 20 participating
schools, modeling a culture of science for teachers and their
students. Undergraduate biology majors help less-experienced
teachers run lab investigations. Findley and biology graduate

STEM TEACHING 2.0
Education researchers say they
have enough data to know what makes for
good professional development.

• MODEL EFFECTIVE TEACHING
• BE IN-DEPTH AND SUSTAINED
• LET TEACHERS HELP TEACHERS
• DEVELOP TEACHER LEADERS
• GET SYSTEM SUPPORT
• DON’T FORGET ESTABLISHED TEACHERS
To learn a little more about each of these ideas, visit
WWW. H H M I .O R G / B U L L E T I N / F E B 2 0 1 2 .
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students assist with school science days, encourage kids to enter
science fairs, and help students envision getting a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) degree, even if
no one in their family has gone to college.
The ULM workshop “gets teachers excited about teaching science,” Grover says. Students, too. The program has trained more
than 500 students since it launched in 2000. Ninety-five percent
of them go to college, according to years of follow-up surveys, and
many major in science—no small accomplishment in an area
with many schools like Richwood High School, where fewer than
half of the students’ parents attended college and about 90 percent of students qualify for a free or reduced-price lunch. “You
look at the poverty rate, and the area surrounding the school, and
there’s nothing in the community [for the kids] to look forward
to,” Grover says. “So if you find something to light their fire, man
you just want to keep that fire going.”

PEER SUPPORT
Peer coaching helps teachers shift their focus from what teachers are teaching to what students are learning. An HHMI-funded
program run by Occidental College in Los Angeles uses peer
coaching in a method called Lesson Study. The college runs
summer workshops in biology, chemistry, and physics for middle
and high school teachers in the area, and they employ two science educators who visit schools and coach teachers throughout
the school year.
Robert de Groot is one of those science educators. He supervises Lesson Study at Jerry D. Holland Middle School in Baldwin
Park, California, where six science teachers take turns teaching
one of three inquiry-based science lessons. While one teaches,
the other teachers and de Groot observe the students’ reactions. They note how well kids follow lab procedures, collect
and report data, grasp scientific concepts, and use scientific
vocabulary. Afterward, the teachers meet, discuss how the lesson can be improved, and offer tips to their colleague. Then
the teachers switch roles; another teacher in the group teaches
the revised lesson, and his or her classroom becomes the teaching laboratory.
Chris Craney, a professor of chemistry at Occidental who
supervises their science outreach program, reported in the Journal
of Chemical Education in 1996 that the program increases student interest in science as well as chemistry and biology teachers’
knowledge of scientific topics. And inquiry-based laboratories
taught by the newly trained teachers significantly improved students’ understanding of chemistry, biology, and physics concepts,
according to the Occidental team’s unpublished assessments of
3,000 students before and after the labs.
Although Lesson Study keeps the focus on student learning,
where it belongs, it’s expensive because substitutes must cover for
the teachers who are observing, says Roehrig. As co-director of
Minnesota’s Math and Science Teacher Partnership, a statewide
professional development program for K–12 science and math
teachers, Roehrig instead fosters what educators call “professional
learning communities.” Science and math teachers are allowed
paid time to meet at the school after hours to discuss what worked
in the classroom and how they can improve next time.

One common strategy is to appoint as a mentor a more experienced teacher who covers the same subject and grade level. NSTA
and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics have called
for more intensive induction programs in which competent, experienced science and math teachers mentor novices. But “there are
actually very few” good induction programs, says NSTA’s Eberle.
Roehrig runs one of them, an induction program for middle and
high school STEM teachers in Minnesota. Mentors and new teachers in the Teacher Induction Network can hold video chats using
Skype-like technology, share lesson plans via Google Docs, or take
part in virtual classroom observation. Rookies videotape themselves
teaching, post the video, and then peers and mentors use video
annotation technology to comment on the teacher’s interactions
with the students. “It’s as good as, if not better than, being in a classroom,” Roehrig says. And it makes effective mentoring possible even
when the beginning science teachers work in northern Minnesota,
hundreds of miles from her university’s Minneapolis campus.
Louisiana biology professor Ann Findley trains high school teachers
and offers on-site support to build a culture of science at their schools.

Teams of science teachers can also help develop an inquirybased curriculum. Ninety-six middle school science teachers from
Loudoun County Public Schools in Northern Virginia collaborated with faculty at Penn State College of Medicine in Hershey,
Pennsylvania, over five years to develop an inquiry-based middle
school science curriculum. When that HHMI-funded program
ended in 2008, about a dozen of the teachers began meeting
each summer to update and expand the curriculum, which now
underlies middle school science instruction countywide, and
to design HHMI-funded training programs for their colleagues
around the district. Now “the teachers own the program,” says
Odette Scovel, the district’s K–12 science supervisor.

Misty Keasler

HELP FOR ROOKIES
Peer support is particularly important for new teachers, who struggle to get the hang of content and lesson plans as well as issues
that more experienced teachers have mastered, such as how to
manage their classrooms and deal with student misbehavior, says
Francis Eberle, president of NSTA. In the past, fledgling teachers
were often tossed into the classroom to sink or swim. That still
happens, but today more school districts try to ease their transition
into the job, a process educators call “induction.”
It’s important that induction for new science teachers focus on
teaching science, and not simply teaching, according to research by
Luft and Roehrig. Teachers in science-specific induction programs
use more inquiry-based lessons than those in general induction programs or those who’ve had no induction at all, the two reported in
2003 in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching. And teaching
habits acquired early often last. Those first years are “when teachers
are really forming who they’re going to be as teachers,” Roehrig says.
And beginning science teachers still need strong support during
their second year, according to Luft. Otherwise they’re apt to revert
to the easier but less effective methods that rely on lectures and
textbooks, her group reported in 2011 in the Journal of Research
in Science Teaching.

SCALING UP
With budgets tight everywhere, district training programs have to do
more with less. Anita O’Neill supervises professional development
programs in science, technology, and engineering for Montgomery
County Public Schools in Maryland, a district with 200 schools
and about 600 teachers at each grade level. In 2006, she and project manager Mary Doran Brown began building a district-wide
cadre of teacher leaders to help train their elementary school peers
to teach science better—and they are moving it online.
They recruited prospective teacher leaders from 90 of the
district’s 131 elementary schools—not all of them, as they had
hoped. Then, with HHMI support, they trained those teachers to
help colleagues at their respective schools teach inquiry-based science lessons. At some elementary schools, the teacher leaders got
their colleagues to take students to annual “inquiry conferences”
at a local college. There, the students presented a science project
to their peers and fielded questions from them, just as practicing
scientists do at a scientific conference. The program lasted four
years until the district’s budget tightened in 2010.
To affordably reach the district’s throng of elementary school
teachers, O’Neill’s team enlisted its teacher leaders to help move
the training online. At a summer workshop, teacher leaders from
elementary and middle schools learned to videotape a lesson,
edit the video, and then post it as an example of effective teaching. Ultimately, O’Neill’s team wants an interactive website for
all K–12 teachers that allows them to review the district’s science, technology, and engineering curriculum and plan lessons
or learn inquiry-based teaching in line with national standards.
“Our vision is a professional learning community,” O’Neill says.
To change science and math teaching nationwide, though,
there’s really no substitute for investment. And no state has
invested as much as Alabama. Thanks to an enthusiastic state
superintendent and a powerful booster group that included leaders of the state’s high-tech businesses, Alabama has invested up to
$46 million per year in the Alabama Math, Science and Technology Initiative (AMSTI), says Steve Ricks, who directs the program
at the state’s education department. AMSTI employs 850 teacher
(continued on page 48)
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WHERE
DOES IT
HURT?
Researchers are getting to the molecular details of
pain’s circuitry to answer the question with real specificity.
BY MARC WORTMAN | ILLUSTRATION BY SAM GREEN

THE
shelves in david julius’s lab at the
University of California, San Francisco,
could be confused with those in a traditional herbal medicine shop. They hold
bottles labeled “menthol extract” and
“capsaicin,” the substance that gives heat
to hot peppers. The eye-watering scents
of Szechuan peppers, wasabi, and herbs
waft through the air. They might seem
unlikely tools for one of the world’s most
advanced neurobiology pain research
centers, but Julius uses this trove of natural ingredients to probe the molecular
world of pain.
Neurologists and pain specialists long
struggled to prove that controlling pain
can speed a patient’s recovery after surgery or an injury and that people with
chronic pain have a genuine malady
that’s not “all in their head.” Today the
biomedical world recognizes that pain
is a real and pressing health care issue
that needs improved diagnosis and more
effective treatments. Until about 15 years
ago, though, researchers could study
pain based only on patient behavior and
subjective responses to questions about
“where” and “how much” it hurts. As a
result of emerging molecular findings,
new pain medications and diagnostic tools
are being developed.
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Neuroscientists often use natural
ingredients—like menthol, capsaicin, and
wasabi extracts—that stimulate nerve cells
to react just as they would in response to
painful cold and heat, for example, or
to inflammation and chemical irritants.
Drawing on electrical recordings, imaging, molecular techniques, mouse models,
and genetic studies, scientists can explore
the nervous system as it reacts to “pain”
at the subcellular level. Their studies
have revealed many molecular pathways
that regulate pain perception, including
specialized ion channels that open and
close to send pain signals along nerves to
the spinal cord and brain. They have also
begun to explain the systemic changes in
response to pain sensation that can cause
chronic disorders.
HHMI scientific officer Ed McCleskey, who spent much of his research career
studying pain, believes such progress
will translate into health care benefits. “We
have been using more or less the same
aspirin and morphine variants for centuries
now. But a wave of recent basic science
discoveries has begun to transform the
pain field, and they are already yielding
insights for finding new ways to treat pain.”

THE MANY TYPES OF PAIN

Aspirin and opiates work just fine for
most of us most of the time. But plenty
of people don’t benefit from either drug
or can’t handle their serious drawbacks,
which range from stomach irritation and
excessive bleeding to addiction and respiratory suppression. The devastating daily
reality of uncontrolled chronic pain far
exceeds the ability of today’s medicines to
help. Every year, at least 116 million adult
Americans experience severe chronic
pain—more than the number affected by
heart disease, diabetes, and cancer combined—at a cost of $560 billion annually in
direct medical expenses and $635 billion
in lost productivity, according to a June
2011 report from the Institute of Medicine.
Researchers today recognize several
pain subtypes, which develop via electrical

signals running along a complex, interconnected neural perception system
genetically encoded to detect and respond
to painful stimuli.
The body detects and converts pain
stimuli into electrical signals at the fine
nerve endings of “nociceptors,” sensory
neurons specialized to respond to pain.
Their axons, which conduct electrical
signals, are only a millionth of a meter
in diameter but can be more than a
meter long, with one end located where
a stimulus is detected—at a fingertip, for
example—and the other end in the spinal
cord, where it forms a synapse, or communication junction, with a second cell
that sends the signal to the brain. The
nociceptor’s spinal synapse is highly sensitive to opiates and other agents that can
alter pain perception. The cell bodies of
nociceptors and other sensory neurons
sit just outside the spinal cord in clumps
called dorsal root ganglia; action potentials—short-term changes in electrical
charge—pass through the ganglia on the
way to the spinal cord.
To convey signals from a peripheral
organ to the spinal cord, the axon depends
on a variety of molecules. Some convert
a physical or chemical event into a small
electrical signal at the peripheral nerve
ending; others amplify the signal and send
it along the length of the axon. Molecules
at the synapse convert the electrical signal
into a chemical signal, triggering release
of a neurotransmitter that activates the
postsynaptic neuron. Other molecules
tune transmission of pain signals. Various types of ion channels—proteins that
create pores in cell membranes—serve
as detectors, amplifiers, and electrical-tochemical translators, while receptors for
hormone-like molecules modulate the
activity of the channels.
When everything works, the pain system triggers behaviors that lead us to flee
danger or to rest and recover from an
injury. But it doesn’t always work right.
In chronic pain, for instance, signaling
can become hyperactive so that even the

lightest touch hurts or, in extreme cases,
electrical signals fire for no apparent reason. Researchers have recently begun to
describe how this malfunction, known as
central sensitization, makes nociceptor synapses dangerously hyperactive, as occurs
in some mysterious and hard-to-treat pain
disorders, such as neuropathy, chronic
inflammatory pain, and fibromyalgia.

CHANNELING PAIN

Paul Fetters

Nerve cell ion channels selectively allow
the passage of four types of charged atoms:
positive ions of sodium, potassium, and
calcium, and a negative ion, chloride.
The movement of these ions across a
membrane creates an electric current that
transiently alters the cell’s membrane voltage. The past two decades have seen an
avalanche of discoveries of ion channels
related to pain sensation.
In the 1990s, Gail Mandel, now an
HHMI investigator at the Oregon Health
and Science University, and her colleagues Simon Halegoua and Paul Brehm
at New York’s Stony Brook University were
exploring the variety of sodium-selective

Xinzhong Dong, an HHMI early career
scientist, is testing compounds that
target an Mrg receptor that appears
to dull pain.

“WE HAVE BEEN USING MORE OR LESS THE
SAME ASPIRIN AND MORPHINE VARIANTS FOR
CENTURIES NOW. BUT A WAVE OF RECENT
BASIC SCIENCE DISCOVERIES HAS BEGUN TO
TRANSFORM THE PAIN FIELD, AND THEY ARE
ALREADY YIELDING INSIGHTS FOR FINDING
NEW WAYS TO TREAT PAIN.” ED MCCLESKEY
channels in mammals. Sodium channels
act as molecular amplifiers, turning small
electrical signals into action potentials
that can conduct for long distances along
an axon. In 1997, Mandel discovered
a sodium channel, now called Nav1.7,
which is abundant on sensory neurons.
From the channel’s location and density,
the researchers theorized that it plays a
role in pain perception.
Human genetic studies strongly support the idea. Erythromelalgia, a rare
disease in which patients periodically
feel severe burning pain without any sensory stimulus, is caused by a mutation
that increases Nav1.7 activity, rendering nociceptors hyperexcitable. Another
mutation that diminishes Nav1.7 activity
causes a rare disease in which patients
are profoundly insensitive to burns and
some other kinds of tissue damage. A few
pharmaceutical companies are testing
compounds to control Nav1.7 as a way to
suppress pain (see Web Extra, “Pain Medicines From Under the Sea”).
The same year that Mandel’s group
found the sodium channel, Julius and
colleagues published findings about pain
perception emanating from one among a
subfamily of ion channels called transient
receptor-potential vanilloid (TRPV, called
“trip-vee”) channels. Julius used capsaicin to demonstrate that burning heat
specifically activates the TRPV channel
in peripheral nociceptors. That discovery
also provided a model for future pain studies using natural ingredients to simulate

painful stimuli, opening the door to a host
of other findings.
Since then, Julius and others have characterized several TRP channels and their
interconnected roles in sensory perception.
HHMI investigator David Clapham, an
ion channel expert at Children’s Hospital
Boston and Harvard Medical School, also
studies the channels, looking at their roles
in a variety of sensations. He characterized
a member of the human vanilloid TRP subfamily, TRPV3, found in the skin and other
major organs, and showed its involvement
in controlling some aspects of temperature
sensitivity. His lab also identified common plant compounds used as spices and
insecticides that activate TRPV3, TRPV1,
TRPA1, and other TRP channels, leading
to irritations and allergies.

RECEPTORS TO DULL PAIN

A major new direction in pain research
began with the discovery of the family
of Mas-related gene (Mrg) receptors by
HHMI investigator David Anderson and
his colleagues, including Xinzhong Dong,
at the California Institute of Technology.
Mrg receptors are found exclusively in
sensory neurons. Dong, now an HHMI
early career scientist at Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine, has shown that
while certain Mrg receptors function in
itch sensation, one appears to function
like the body’s naturally occurring opioid
receptors, which help to dull pain. Dong
is testing compounds that target this Mrg
(continued on page 48)
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Jeffrey Kieft

INSPIR ED TO
SERV E
Matt Nager

EASING THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
FAITH AND EVOLUTION
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Jeffrey Kieft has always been willing to step out of his comfort zone
to make a difference. The HHMI early career scientist attended
West Point and served as an army tank platoon leader in Mannheim,
Germany. Then he worked as a policy fellow at the White House.
Now, in addition to running his University of Colorado lab,
he engages church groups on the theory of evolution. He’s driven
to advocate for science.
I think the scientific community has to be careful that we
don’t adopt the attitude that science belongs to scientists.
We need the public to see some connection to their lives.
The discoveries that we make really do belong to everyone
and should be communicated. I don’t see this as service outside of my job but rather integral to the job.
When I started as an army officer, I naively thought my
goals matched those of all of my subordinates. I learned that
everyone is motivated by different things. Motivating diverse
people became a challenge I enjoy—in the lab and when I
speak with the public.
During a AAAS policy fellowship in the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy, I got a bird’s eye
view of science. I saw that the public and policymakers don’t
necessarily understand how science works. Many don’t see
it as an investment in the future. That experience made me
eager to speak at places such as church forums, Cafe Scientifiques, and community colleges. For me, talking to the public
satisfies that itch to get science’s voice out there. When I read
something in the newspaper or hear something that is an
obvious misunderstanding or misstatement about science, I
can’t not do something about it.
But I don’t get confrontational. When speaking to a church
group, for example, I don’t gear myself up for a debate. My
goal is to find some common ground and move the discussion
forward. I say, let’s examine evolution and see if it really must
conflict with religion. I cover the basic tenets of evolutionary
theory and, even more importantly, what evolution is not. I’ve
been asked, “Isn’t the first rule of evolution that there is no
God?” I reply, “Well, no actually, that isn’t in any science textbook.” Just teaching these basic concepts puts people more
at ease because they’ve never learned what evolution means.
To explain a concept like natural selection, I start with a
story that everyone can understand. Imagine a valley where
rabbits live with few predators. Then wolves move in and that
pressure selects for survival and reproductive success of rabbits
with certain genes, such as those that make them faster. Over
time the rabbit population adapts to become better at evading

wolves. If you understand that, then you understand a key
part of what Darwin proposed.
People also love hearing about vestigial structures—for
instance, the fact that when you get scared, your hair stands
on end. That’s a vestige of our ability to puff up and look
bigger—that is, if we still had fur. We are still carrying in our
bodies evidence of our lineage.
I never serve up a watered-down version of evolution, and
I am clear that intelligent design is not science and is logically
flawed. But I show people than none of this requires them to
give up their faith. Evolution is a ‘How did it happen?’ story,
not a ‘Who dunnit?’
I respect the view of a friend who is a pastor in Iowa. He
says his faith is enhanced by a God clever enough to think up
evolution. Some people are not placated, but if they go home
and think about it or talk about it around the dinner table,
then I’ve had a positive influence.
And sometimes people ask questions that send me home
thinking. Once, a woman asked, “If we are all evolved from
common ancestors, us and gorillas and fruit flies, and I believe
that humans have a soul, then when did the soul evolve?” I
gave her the standard answer that science could not answer
that. She replied, “But if my faith says I have a soul and the
fruit fly doesn’t, and if we both came from the same thing biologically, how is that not in conflict?” That made me realize
that, for some people, it is really hard to separate evolutionary
theory from their faith.
But, even with this challenge, if we as scientists don’t
step out and say something—even in little bits and pieces
and in small forums—then we’re shooting ourselves in the
foot because the misinformation and antiscience voices
win by default.

I N T E R V I E W B Y K E N D A L L P O W E L L . Jeffrey Kieft studies
RNA structural biology at the University of Colorado Denver
School of Medicine.
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Q&A

The portrayal of science in films often gets
mixed reviews. What’s your favorite science-themed
film and why does it appeal to you?
From Jurassic Park to Contagion, a film’s scientific accuracy is often
a hot-button topic. Here, four scientists share their top picks and,
unlike movie critics, almost come to a consensus on an all-time favorite.

Simon W.-L. Chan

Eugene W. Myers

Lora V. Hooper

Konrad Hochedlinger

H H M I-GBM F I N V ES T IGAT OR
U N I V ER SI T Y OF
C A L I FOR N I A , DAV IS

J F RC GROU P L E A DER
JA N EL I A FA R M R ES E A RCH
CA M PUS

H H M I I N V ES T IG AT OR
U N I V ER SI T Y OF T E X A S
SOU T H W ES T ER N M EDICA L
CEN T ER AT DA L L A S

H H M I E A R LY C A R EER SCI EN T IS T
M A S S ACH US E T T S GEN ER A L
HOS PI TA L

“I like the movie Gattaca.
Although it came out in
1997, it seems prescient
now that we are sequencing
many human genomes.
It’s an entertaining way to
introduce ethical issues
about personal genetic
information. Plus, it was
directed by a fellow Kiwi.”
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“I’m a sci-fi junkie—I’ll watch
the worst stuff as long as it’s
even remotely plausible.
But there are many great
films too, so it’s hard to pick
a favorite. Blade Runner.
Alien. Star Wars. Jurassic
Park. Brazil. It’s mostly
about the visuals and the
mood created—the special
effects, the technology, and
the feeling of being transported to another world.
But the film that intrigued
me the most was Gattaca.
While it was a dud in terms
of special effects and acting
(sorry Ethan and Uma), it
hit incredibly close to home.
Not only was the movie’s
thesis plausible, but I think
it’s just around the corner.
I wonder if the audience
realized it!”

“One of my favorite sciencethemed films is the 1997
movie Contact. Jodie Foster
did an excellent job portraying a heroic radio scientist
on a lonely search for extraterrestrial intelligence. This
is a rare example of a film in
which the lead character is
a sympathetically portrayed
female scientist, and for
that reason this remains one
of my favorites.”

“I would pick Gattaca as my
favorite science [fiction]
movie because it is based on
a real scientific discovery—
preimplantation genetic
diagnosis (PGD)—which
is widely used to screen
embryos for potential genetic
defects. Given that this
method is abused by some
people to prescreen embryos
for a desired gender, the
possibility of misusing PGD
to select for other traits
unrelated to disease raises
interesting ethical, legal,
and societal questions. That
made me think a lot while
I watched this movie.”

Chan: Steve Yeater / AP, ©HHMI Hochedlinger: MGH Photography Hooper: Amy Gutierrez / AP, ©HHMI Myers: Paul Fetters

—EDITED BY NICOLE KRESGE
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At the base of the nasal cavity in some animals, two
crescent-shaped structures sit enclosed in bony capsules.
Each is packed with a network of neurons that travel
directly to the brain. The structures make up the
vomeronasal organ (VNO)—a specialized organ used
by reptiles and most mammals to detect nonairborne
scents, such as pheromones. When these chemical cues
arrive at the VNO, they are recognized by specific
receptors on the neurons.

Firstname by
Reprinted
Surname
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (478, 241–247), ©2011.

Scientists have figured out how the mouse VNO reacts
to pheromones from both friend and foe. This image
shows the neurons lighting up in response to a ferret’s
scent. Surprisingly, the VNO is more sensitive to cues
from predators than from other mice. To read more about
this research, visit www.hhmi.org/bulletin/feb2012.
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science education

Bones, Stones, and Genes
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Teaching human evolution is not always straightforward, even when
you have an advanced degree in the subject. Take biology teacher
Keri Shingleton. She has a Ph.D. in evolutionary biology and teaches
biology courses that cover human evolution at Holland Hall, a private Episcopal-affiliated grade school in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Yet even
she has shied away from the topic, admitting, “Perhaps I had a bit of
a misconception that there were still too many unknowns.”
Although Tulsa is a very conservative city, the administrators at
Holland Hall stand by Shingleton’s decision to teach human evolution. “But that doesn’t mean I don’t have students in my classroom
who are opposed to what we teach,” says Shingleton.
Shingleton is one of 14 teachers from around the U.S. who were
invited to attend the 2011 HHMI Holiday Lectures on Science this
past October. The teachers joined about 200 Washington, D.C.,
area students to learn answers to questions about human evolution
such as: Where and when did humans arise? What distinguishes
us from other species? Did our distant ancestors look and behave
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like us? More than 10,000 other students and teachers watched a
live webcast of the lectures, titled “Bones, Stones, and Genes: The
Origin of Modern Humans.”
“We chose to focus on the origin of modern humans this year
because understanding where we come from and how we got here
is one of the most fundamental questions that humans have asked
for ages,” says Sean B. Carroll, vice president for science education
at HHMI. “Due to local controversies about the teaching of evolution, many kids don’t get exposure to good information on the topic.
We want to equip teachers with the best information available from
leading figures in this quest.”
Recent advances in paleontology, archeology, and genetics
prompted HHMI to invite three dynamic speakers from very different research fields to participate in this annual series that aims to
bring the latest scientific developments into the classroom.
Tim D. White, a paleontologist at the University of California,
Berkeley, took the audience through time, describing fossil evidence

Sasha Prood

M ;  9 7 C ;  < H E C  7 D :  > EM  M ;  = EJ  > ; H ; $

in modern populations. Students got to explore their own genetic
for human evolution from Africa to Europe and explaining how the
variation by analyzing their saliva for different versions of a gene that
great apes fit in the tree of life.
controls perception of one type of bitter taste.
The students and teachers learned about stone tools—the
After the lectures, the 14 teachers had one-on-one time with the
most durable evidence for human evolution—from John Shea of
Stony Brook University. Shea, an archeologist and anthropologist, scientists, then stuck around for a few days exchanging ideas on how
to craft educational resources based on the lecture series and impleexplained that these tools can give us clues to what life was like
ment what they learned in the classroom. Many participants really
for humans who existed thousands, and even millions, of years ago.
appreciated this aspect of the lectures. “As a teacher you don’t get a
After the lecture, the audience joined five experts in what may have
whole lot of time to talk to other educators and exchange ideas; you
been the largest stone tool-making session in the history of human
evolution. Donning safety goggles,
lab coats, gloves, and protective boo“These are the skills that got our ancestors through
ties, the students and teachers set to
work on about 550 pounds of dacite
the last ice age. To get our species through the
rock with 80 hammerstones.
next one, it is important that these skills be passed
Although two emergency medical
along to our descendants. I think of teaching
technicians were on hand to deal with
injuries caused by flying rocks and
flintknapping as a kind of ‘extinction insurance’
wayward hammerstones, only a few
for Homo sapiens.
Band-aids were needed. “I thought
it was going to be difficult and that I
@E>DI>;7
would be hitting my fingers, but once
I figured out the flip of the wrist, it
are kind of isolated in your classroom,” says Randi Neff, a science
worked pretty well,” says Leslie Mark, a student at Dominion High
teacher at Tuscola High School in Waynesville, North Carolina.
School in Sterling, Virginia. “After I got the hang of it and I was
“Being able to exchange ideas with other people who are in the
actually getting a shape out of my stone, it was pretty cool.”
same business as you is a rare occasion.”
“These are the skills that got our ancestors through the last ice
Shingleton left HHMI energized and ready to teach her
age,” explains Shea. “To get our species through the next one, it is
students about human evolution. “There’s a lot more inforimportant that these skills be passed along to our descendants. I
mation than I realized,” she says. “I’ve never synthesized the
think of teaching flintknapping as a kind of ‘extinction insurance’
ideas of archeology and paleontology. When you put all of
for Homo sapiens.”
that together it paints a bigger, more complete picture that
Moving from the field to the lab, genetic anthropologist Sarah
I feel much more confident presenting in my classroom.”
Tishkoff, of the University of Pennsylvania, explained how scientists
are using genetic methods to analyze DNA variation among early
W –NICOLE KRESGE
humans and learn about their relationships to modern humans.
F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N : Visit www.hhmi.org/biointeractive for a webcast of the lectures.
The series will be available on DVD and as a podcast this spring.
Tishkoff studies the genetic variation in modern humans and
W E B E X T R A : To see a slideshow of the flintknapping activity, go to
nonhuman primates, such as chimpanzees, to learn more about
www.hhmi.org/bulletin/feb2012.
the evolutionary forces that shape and maintain genetic variation

”
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institute news

Short Films Make
Evolutionary Biology Memorable

The idea for the series came to Carroll
when he was a consulting producer for the
public television program NOVA. He saw
how much footage was left on the cuttingroom floor and recognized the potential of
this unused film.
The three movies were assembled by
award-winning filmmakers Sarah Holt and
Bill Anderson, using video already shot for
NOVA specials as well as new interviews
with scientists to tie the stories together.
HHMI’s recently launched film production unit will begin making feature-length
films soon, and the team plans to use footage from that effort to create additional
short films. The goal is to have a library
of dozens of short films, with companion
The Antarctic iceﬁsh, which stars in a new short ﬁlm by HHMI, has adapted to
resources such as online animations, videos,
an icy environment by getting rid of its hemoglobin and red blood cells.
and lesson plans, to help teachers connect
the movies to their curricula.
HHMI’s education resource group is already talking to teachers
A C O L D WAT E R F I S H , A T I N Y M O U S E , A N D A M U TA N T G E N E A R E T H E
unlikely stars of three short films produced by HHMI. The movies to identify important topics for future films. “I think there’s a really
healthy dynamic, even a tension, between the way filmmakers want
premiered at a red carpet event attended by 600 teachers at the
to tell a story—with pace and drama—and the way educators want to
National Association of Biology Teachers annual meeting last Octomake sure certain points are hit upon and made clear,” says Dennis
ber. They are the first of a series of 10-minute science films that use
W.C. Liu, who heads the group. “And so it’s important to us that this
storytelling to teach topics in evolutionary biology.
is a collaboration, a constant back and forth, between those groups.”
The stars were naturals for their parts. For example, the Antarctic
More importantly, Liu and Carroll want the films to show stuicefish, whose blood is as clear as the ice water it lives in, provides a
dents the process of scientific discovery. “By telling these stories, we
stunning illustration of an animal adapting to a hostile environment.
hope we will excite students and encourage them to look deeper
“Film is a powerful way to tell stories,” says HHMI Vice Presiinto these topics,” Liu says. W
dent for Science Education Sean B. Carroll. “You can have moving
images and animations. You can hear scientists talking in their own
F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N : Visit hhmi.org/biointeractive/shortfilms to download the movies
words and see the places where they do their own work. The right
and companion resources.
story, told well, can be engaging, informative, and memorable.”

H H M I , T H E M A X P L A N C K S O C I E T Y, A N D T H E W E L L C O M E T R U S T

are a step closer to launching a top-tier journal with the recent
announcement of the publication’s editorial team and name.
The open-access research journal will be called “eLife,” reflecting
its coverage of a full range of life and biomedical sciences, from the most
fundamental science to translational, applied, and clinical research.
eLife will aim to develop an unparalleled editorial service for
authors, designed and run by an outstanding team of active researchers, led by editor-in-chief and HHMI investigator Randy Schekman.
Schekman is joined at the helm of eLife by managing executive
editor Mark N. Patterson, most recently director of publishing at the
Public Library of Science.
“Mark has enormous experience with online publications and in
open-access publishing,” says Schekman. “He played a fundamental
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role in helping to launch the Public Library of Science and in establishing it as a pioneer of open access and innovative scholarly
publishing in the life sciences.”
Two deputy editors have joined the leadership team—Fiona Watt,
at the University of Cambridge, UK, and Detlef Weigel, from the Max
Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Tubingen, Germany.
The team has selected 17 active and prominent scientists to serve
as senior editors, and up to five more will be added in the coming
months. About 150 additional scientists will complete the roster as
members of a board of reviewing editors.
eLife is expected to publish its first issue in late 2012. W
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :

eLife and its editorial team.

Go to www.hhmi.org/news/elife20111107.html to learn more about

The Birth and Death of Genes, ©2011 HHMI

New Open Access Journal
Gets Name and Editorial Team

International Early Career Awards
Provide Connections and Funding
“ B A C K I N S C H O O L , I A LWAY S H E A R D T H AT I F Y O U WA N T E D T O D O

research you would probably have to go work in other parts of the
world,” says Miguel Godinho Ferreira, a researcher at the Gulbenkian Science Institute in Portugal. “Being able to prove that advice
wrong gives me enormous pleasure.”
Godinho Ferreira is one of 28 scientists from 12 countries who
were selected to receive HHMI’s inaugural International Early
Career Scientist (IECS) awards. “These are the people who,
10 years from now, we expect will be the scientific leaders in their
countries,” says HHMI President Robert Tjian.
These researchers—who have all run their own labs for less than
seven years—will be integrated into HHMI’s scientific community,
attending meetings and giving talks to the Institute’s U.S.-based
investigators and early career scientists.
“This program is about building connections internationally,”
says Edwin W. McCleskey, a scientific officer at HHMI who helps
run the IECS program. “We have chosen talented people who we
feel can build connections with our scientists.”
The IECS program is the latest incarnation of HHMI’s international grants to individual researchers. When it came time to
rethink those grants, Tjian and Jack E. Dixon, HHMI’s vice president and chief scientific officer, wanted to design a program that
provided support for early career scientists who would benefit most
from a financial boost and the connection with HHMI’s scientific
community. The research arena for early career scientists can be

challenging internationally. For example, funding to help new scientists start up their labs can be quite variable, and often much less
money is available than in the United States.
Scientists from 18 countries were eligible to apply for the awards
and HHMI received 760 applications. A rigorous peer review process
narrowed the field to 55 semifinalists from 14 countries.
As part of the review process, the semifinalists gave a 15-minute
scientific presentation at a symposium in November at HHMI’s
Janelia Farm Research Campus, in Ashburn, Virginia.
“The major criterion was really scientific excellence: what have
they accomplished in their young careers; what kind of potential did
they have; could they explain their science in a clear way,” Dixon says.
Most of the awardees come from China, Portugal, and Spain, but
recipients are also based in nine other countries: Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Hungary, India, Italy, Poland, South Africa, and South Korea.
Nine of the 28 (32 percent) are women. Each International Early
Career Scientist will receive $650,000: $100,000 a year for five years,
plus a $150,000 award in the first year for major equipment purchases.
Godinho Ferreira plans to use his award to gain insights into the
mechanisms that cause and direct aging—insights that might lead
to solutions for age-related ailments such as cancer and cardiovascular disease.
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :

To learn more about the scientists and their work, visit

www.hhmi.org/iecs20120124.

N E W I N T E R N AT I O N A L S C I E N T I S T S
ANDRÉ BÁFICA
Federal University of Santa Catarina
Florianópolis, Brazil

LUÍSA M. FIGUEIREDO
Institute of Molecular Medicine
Lisbon, Portugal

MEGAN R. CAREY
The Champalimaud Center
for the Unknown
Lisbon, Portugal

JOSÉ L. GARCÍA-PÉREZ
Pfizer—University of Granada—
Junta de Andalucía Center for Genomics
and Oncological Research
Granada, Spain

PEDRO CARVALHO
Center for Genomic Regulation
Barcelona, Spain

SIMÓN MÉNDEZ-FERRER
National Center for Cardiovascular
Research
Madrid, Spain

CHUN TANG
Wuhan Institute of Physics and
Mathematics-Chinese Academy of Sciences
Wuhan, China

THUMBI NDUNG’U
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Durban, South Africa

ROSELLA VISINTIN
European Institute Foundation
of Oncology
Milan, Italy

RODRIGO A. GUTIÉRREZ
Pontifical Catholic University of Chile
Santiago, Chile

MARCIN NOWOTNY
International Institute of Molecular
and Cell Biology
Warsaw, Poland

XIAOCHEN WANG
National Institute of Biological Sciences
Beijing, China

RUI M. COSTA
The Champalimaud Center
for the Unknown
Lisbon, Portugal

JUNJIE HU
Nankai University
Tianjin, China

DONG-CHAN OH
Seoul National University
Seoul, South Korea

KARINA B. XAVIER
Gulbenkian Science Institute
Oeiras, Portugal

LÁSZLÓ CSANÁDY
Semmelweis University of Medicine
Budapest, Hungary

BAVESH D. KANA
University of the Witwatersrand
Johannesburg, South Africa

GABRIELA C. PAGNUSSAT
National University of Mar Del Plata
Mar del Plata, Argentina

NIENG YAN
Tsinghua University
Beijing, China

ÓSCAR FERNÁNDEZ-CAPETILLO
Spanish National Cancer Research
Center
Madrid, Spain

FYODOR KONDRASHOV
Center for Genomic Regulation
Barcelona, Spain

FENG SHAO
National Institute of Biological Sciences
Beijing, China

HONG ZHANG
National Institute of Biological Sciences
Beijing, China

SANDHYA P. KOUSHIKA
National Center for Biological Sciences
Bangalore, India

ROCÍO SOTILLO
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
Monterotondo, Italy

BING ZHU
National Institute of Biological Sciences
Beijing, China

MIGUEL GODINHO FERREIRA
Gulbenkian Science Institute
Oeiras, Portugal
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lab book

How Much Is Too Much?
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Since 1998, the federal government has required that most flour
be fortified with folic acid to help prevent some neurological birth
defects. However, research by HHMI investigator Lee Niswander
indicates that, in some cases, folic acid may have the opposite effect.
During the third or fourth week after conception, tissue destined to become the nervous system rolls up to form the neural
tube. But if gaps remain in the tube, birth defects such as spina
bifida ensue. Studies have shown that folic acid fortification
reduces the chance of neural tube defects by 30 to 40 percent,
leading to the recommendation that pregnant women supplement
their diets with the vitamin.
“It is still pretty much a mystery what folic acid does to help the
neural tube close,” Niswander says. “That’s really where we started
our studies.”
Niswander and her colleagues at the University of Colorado
School of Medicine focused on just a handful of the more than
240 genes involved in neural tube closure. They created mice with
defects in five genes essential to different steps in the closure process.
As reported September, 15, 2011, in Human Molecular Genetics,
the mice were fed either a regular diet or a diet supplemented with
folic acid. The supplemented diet increased mouse serum folic acid
to levels similar to those of a human taking recommended amounts

of supplements. To the researchers’ surprise, three of the five mutant
mice strains experienced more neural tube defects and embryo
losses when fed a diet high in folic acid.
“Something else is going on there,” says Niswander. “By giving
folic acid to women, we see a decreased incidence of neural tube
defects. That could be because the neural tube is closing. But it
could also reflect that some embryos with a genetic defect don’t
survive to the stage of neural tube closure.”
Niswander still believes that
folic acid supplementation during pregnancy is a good idea,
but she advises caution before
increasing doses, as some groups
have advocated.
“Our mouse studies indicate
that at least some genetic mutations can respond detrimentally
to more folic acid,” says Niswander. “There may be a balance that
Birth defects such as spina biﬁda
needs to be struck [to accommoresult when the neural tube (shown
here) fails to close properly during
date all of our] different genetic
development.
make-ups.” W – N I C O L E K R E S G E

IN BRIEF
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7 lWYY_d[ cWZ[ \hec Plasmodium Y[bbi
m_j^j^[Wf_YefbWijh[cel[ZYekbZi_]d_Ó#
YWdjbo Wbj[h j^[ Ó[bZ e\ cWbWh_W h[i[WhY^
Xo fhel_Z_d] W i_cfb[ hekj[ je Yh[Wj[
Wd Wjj[dkWj[Z ijhW_d e\ cWbWh_W m_j^ekj
j^[d[[Z\eh_hhWZ_Wj_edehej^[h_dWYj_lWj#
_d]W][dji$
M A P P I N G TAST E I N T H E B R A I N

M^[doekX_j[_djeWb[ced"Wkd_gk[i[j
e\ h[Y[fjehi ed j^[ jed]k[ Z[j[Yji j^[
iekhjWij[$IWbjofejWjeY^_fiWheki[WZ_\#
\[h[dji[je\h[Y[fjehi$?d\WYj"[WY^e\j^[
Ól[XWi_YjWij[iÆiekh"im[[j"X_jj[h"iWbjo"
WdZÇkcWc_"ÈehiWlehoÆ_iZ[j[Yj[ZXoW
Z_ij_dYji[je\h[Y[fjehY[bbiedj^[jed]k[$
Dem"Wd>>C?_dl[ij_]WjehWjj^[9ebkcX_W
Kd_l[hi_jo9ebb[][e\F^oi_Y_WdiWdZIkh#
][edi^WiYh[Wj[Zj^[ÓhijcWfi^em_d]

Christina Pyrgaki, Rockefeller University

NEW USES FOR OLD DRUGS

Protein Precision in the Brain
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To function normally, the brain needs to maintain a precise level of
synaptic protein synthesis—too much or too little can cause problems, according to research by HHMI investigator Mark F. Bear
and his lab team. Their findings provide insight into two forms of
autism with overlapping symptoms.
A decade ago, Bear and his colleagues at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology discovered that fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) counterbalances a neurotransmitter receptor
called mGluR5. Normally, FMRP keeps mGluR5 from turning
on protein synthesis at the synapse between neurons. But in fragile X syndrome, FMRP is missing so protein synthesis proceeds
unchecked. This increase in protein synthesis in brain cells, Bear
has shown, accounts for multiple symptoms in animal models of
fragile X. Drugs that block mGluR5 are now in clinical trials to treat
autism and intellectual disability in fragile X patients.
Bear wanted to see if the same drugs could be used to treat
another disease—tuberous sclerosis complex—that causes autism
and learning delays and is also linked to genes that regulate synaptic
protein synthesis. The disease is caused by mutations in tuberous
sclerosis complex protein 1 or 2 (Tsc1 or Tsc2). Inactivation of either
of these proteins results in an increase in the activity of mTOR,
a protein involved in RNA translation. Scientists hypothesized that a

boost in mTOR levels might increase
synaptic protein production via the
same pathway as mGluR5.
Using a mouse model of tuberous sclerosis, Bear’s team looked at
how mutations in Tsc2 affect protein synthesis at the synapse. To their
surprise, synthesis decreased in neurons with the Tsc2 mutations—the
opposite of what happens in fragile
X. Interestingly, mice engineered to
Too much or too little
carry mutations in both the Tsc2 and
protein production at the
synapse between neurons
Fmr1 genes generate just the right
can cause autism and
amount of synaptic protein. The team
intellectual disability.
published its findings online November 23, 2011, in Nature.
A drug that blocks mTOR—called rapamycin—is already in
clinical trials to treat tuberous sclerosis, and Bear’s new study
offers an explanation of how the drug works to reverse some
problems caused by the disease. Next, he hopes to more fully
understand how the pathway controls synaptic protein synthesis.

W –NICOLE

KRESGE
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m^_Y^fWhjie\j^[XhW_dj^[i[jWij[h[Y[f#
jehiWYj_lWj[$
9^Whb[i I$ Pka[h WdZ ^_i Yebb[W]k[i
_d`[Yj[Z d[khedi m_j^ W Zo[ j^Wj cWZ[
j^[cb_]^jkfm^[dWYj_lWj[Z$Ki_d]^_]^#
fem[h[Zc_YheiYef[i"j^[iY_[dj_ijiYekbZ
mWjY^^kdZh[Zie\d[hl[Y[bbi_dj^[XhW_d
Wj edY[$ J^[o Z_iYel[h[Z j^Wj m^[d W
ceki[_i]_l[diec[j^_d]X_jj[hjejWij["
cWdod[khedi_dWicWbb"if[Y_ÓYWh[Wb_]^j
kf$IWbjo\eeZiWYj_lWj[Wi[fWhWj[Wh[WW
\[mc_bb_c[j[hiWmWo$7ij^[oh[fehj[Z_d
j^[ I[fj[cX[h (" (&''" _iik[ e\ Science"
[WY^XWi_YjWij[Yehh[ifedZ[ZjeWZ_\\[h#
[dj^ejifej_dj^[XhW_d$
Dem" j^Wj ^[Êi Yh[Wj[Z W Ç]kijejef_Y
cWf"È Pka[h _i ijkZo_d] ^em jWij[ Yec#
X_d[i m_j^ ej^[h i[dieho _dfkji" ikY^ Wi
ic[bbWdZj[njkh["WdZj^[_dj[hdWbijWj[Æ
^kd][h WdZ [nf[YjWj_ed" \eh [nWcfb[Æje
Y^eh[e]hWf^ ÔWleh" jWij[ c[ceh_[i" WdZ
jWij[X[^Wl_ehi$

Thinkstock

THE DEET DEFENSE
AG A I N ST M O S Q U I TO E S

9Wcf[hi e\j[d ÓdZ h[b_[\ \hec ceigk_je
WjjWYai Xo Zeki_d] j^[ci[bl[i _d :;;J#
bWZ[d Xk] ifhWoi$ 8kj kdj_b h[Y[djbo" de
ed[ ad[m ^em j^_i Xk]#h[f[bb_d] Yec#
fekdZmeha[Z$7d[mijkZoik]][ijij^Wj

:;;J Yed\ki[i _di[Yji Xo `Wcc_d] j^[_h
eZehh[Y[fjehi$
?di[Yjiic[bbm_j^j^[_hWdj[ddW["m^_Y^
YedjW_dd[khedim_j^eZehh[Y[fjehi$;WY^
h[Y[fjeh Yedi_iji e\ jme Yecfed[dji0 W
fhej[_dYWbb[ZEhYeWdZWlWh_WXb[fhej[_d
j^WjYed\[hieZehi[b[Yj_l_jo$>>C?_dl[i#
j_]WjehB[ib_[Leii^Wbb"Wd[kheX_ebe]_ijWj
HeYa[\[bb[h Kd_l[hi_jo" fh[l_ekibo Z[j[h#
c_d[Zj^Wj:;;Jfh[l[djiiec[e\j^[i[
eZehh[Y[fjehi\hec\kdYj_ed_d]fhef[hbo$
?d ^[h bWj[ij meha" fkXb_i^[Z EYjeX[h
(-"(&''"_dNature"Leii^WbbWdZ^[hj[Wc
h[fehj[Zj^Wj:;;JWbj[hij^[mWoZ_\\[h[dj
d[khedih[ifedZjeWdeZeh$<eh[nWcfb[
W YecfekdZ YWbb[Z '#eYj[d#)#eb dehcWbbo
_d^_X_jiWd[khedm_j^Wh[Y[fjehYedjW_d_d]
j^[lWh_WXb[fhej[_deh+/XWdZWYj_lWj[iW
d[_]^Xeh_d]d[khedj^WjYedjW_dieh.+W$?d
j^[fh[i[dY[e\:;;J"'#eYj[d#)#eb^Wij^[
effei_j[[\\[Yjiedj^[iWc[jmed[khediÆ
_j WYj_lWj[i j^[ eh+/X#YedjW_d_d] d[khed
WdZikffh[ii[ij^[WYj_l_joe\j^[d[khedi
YedjW_d_d]eh.+W$7ckjWj_ed_dj^[eh+/X
h[Y[fjeh cWa[i j^[ d[khed _di[di_j_l[ je
:;;J" m^_Y^ i^emi j^Wj :;;J _i WYj_d]
Z_h[Yjboedj^[eZehh[Y[fjehfhej[_d$
Ç?j Yecfb[j[bo iYhWcXb[i j^[ YeZ["È
iWoi Leii^Wbb" [nfbW_d_d] j^Wj ^[h j[WcÊi
ZWjW_dZ_YWj[j^Wj_di[YjiZeZ[j[YjeZehi

_d j^[ fh[i[dY[ e\ :;;JÆj^[o `kij YWdÊj
Ó]kh[ekjm^Wjj^[oWh[$
T U R N I N G O N F E TA L H E M O G LO B I N

7i_d]b[ckjWj_ed_dj^[WZkbj^[ce]beX_d
][d[YWdYWki[dehcWbboÔ[n_Xb["Z_ia#b_a[
h[Z XbeeZ Y[bbi je Wiikc[ h_]_Z" Yh[iY[dj
i^Wf[iWdZYbe]j^[icWbbXbeeZl[ii[bi$
J^[ h[ikbj_d] YedZ_j_ed" i_Yab[ Y[bb Wd[#
c_W" _i cWha[Z Xo \Wj_]k[" i[l[h[ fW_d"
WdZeh]WdZWcW]["_dYbkZ_d]ijhea[i$7bb
j^[ \[Wjkh[i e\ i_Yab[ Y[bb Z_i[Wi[ YWd X[
Wbb[l_Wj[ZXo[b[lWj_d]b[l[bie\\[jWb^[ce#
]beX_d"XkjÓdZ_d]Wd[\\[Yj_l[mWojeZe
j^_i^Wi[bkZ[ZiY_[dj_iji"kdj_bdem$
I[l[hWb o[Whi W]e" >>C? _dl[ij_]Wjeh
IjkWhj>$Eha_de\9^_bZh[dÊi>eif_jWb8ei#
jedZ_iYel[h[Zj^Wj89B''7"WjhWdiYh_fj_ed
\WYjeh j^Wj X_dZi je :D7 WdZ h[]kbWj[i
][d[[nfh[ii_ed"YWd^Wbj\[jWb^[ce]beX_d
fheZkYj_ed$?dj^[Del[cX[h'."(&''"_iik[
e\ Science" Eha_d WdZ ^_i j[Wc h[l[Wb[Z
j^Wj ikffh[ii_d] 89B''7 YWd h[WYj_lWj[
\[jWb^[ce]beX_dfheZkYj_ed_dWZkbjc_Y["
[\\[Yj_l[boh[l[hi_d]i_Yab[Y[bbZ_i[Wi[$
89B''7 _i fheXWXbo ed[ e\ cWdo
ceb[Ykb[i _dlebl[Z _d Yedjhebb_d] \[jWb
^[ce]beX_dfheZkYj_ed"XkjEha_dÊih[ikbji
_dZ_YWj[ j^Wj _jÊi Wd [ii[dj_Wb fbWo[h _d
j^[fheY[ii$
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lab book

Now You See It, Now You Don’t
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For years, diabetes researchers have sought to understand what
regulates the growth and death of insulin-producing beta cells.
According to new research by HHMI investigator Seung K. Kim at
Stanford University, the key may lie in a receptor that disappears as
an organism ages.
When mice, humans, and other species are developing, their
beta cells multiply by replicating themselves. As organisms age
through adolescence and then adulthood, their ability to produce
beta cells decreases. Kim discovered that as mice grow older their
beta cells produce fewer receptors for a protein called plateletderived growth factor (PDGF).
“The loss of that receptor is an important feature that’s programmed as you age and may underlie the decline of beta-cell
proliferation that you normally see,” Kim says.
To test whether loss of the receptor is the reason for decreasing
beta-cell proliferation, Kim and his colleagues created mice with
beta cells in which the PDGF gene could be inactivated. When the
gene was inactivated in three-week-old mice, they developed mild
diabetes, indicating a decrease in beta-cell levels.
Conversely, when the scientists turned on the receptor in older
mice that had stopped producing beta cells, their beta cells began
to grow again.

“This told us that activating
the pathway might overcome
normal restrictions imposed by
aging,” Kim says. More importantly, the new beta cells adjusted
their function appropriately and
didn’t, for example, cause the
mice to lose control of insulin regulation or become hypoglycemic.
Kim then confirmed the link
between the PDGF receptor
Pancreatic beta cells can be coaxed
and beta-cell growth. He discovto produce insulin (green) by
activating the cells’ PDGF receptor.
ered that when PDGF binds to
its receptor, it activates production of a protein called Ezh2. This protein regulates the production
of another protein, p16INK4a, that controls beta-cell proliferation.
The team published its findings October 20, 2011, in Nature.
Kim is now looking at why PDGF receptors disappear as mice
age, which could lead to therapies for diabetes. “You could imagine
a one-two punch: if you can stimulate beta cells to reexpress the
receptor in adults, then you could conceive of trying to stimulate
those cells to grow,” says Kim. W – N I C O L E K R E S G E

Dem j^Wj j^_i a[o im_jY^ ^Wi X[[d
_Z[dj_\_[Z" Eha_d Wii[hji" j^[ Y^WdY[i e\
ÓdZ_d]fem[h\kbd[mj^[hWf_[i\ehi_Yab[Y[bb
Z_i[Wi[ WdZ ej^[h ^[ce]beX_d Z_iehZ[hi
Wh[ceh[fhec_i_d]0Ç<ehj^[bWij(&o[Whi
m[Êl[X[[di^eej_d]Whhemi_dj^[ZWha_d
^ef[i e\ ^_jj_d] j^[ jWh][j$ Dem m[ YWd
i[[j^[jWh][jWdZ_j_iWc[Wd_d]\kbed[$È
BARRIER KEEPS
G U T B AC T E R I A AT B AY

7ffhen_cWj[bo'&&jh_bb_edXWYj[h_Wb_l[_d
j^[ cWccWb_Wd ]kj" ^[bf_d] Wd_cWbi WdZ
^kcWdiZ_][ij\eeZWdZfheZkY[[d[h]o$8kj
^emYWdm[YWhhoiecWdoc_Yheeh]Wd_ici
WdZdej][ji_Ya5>>C?_dl[ij_]WjehBehW
L$>eef[he\j^[Kd_l[hi_joe\J[nWiIekj^#
m[ij[hdC[Z_YWb9[dj[hWj:WbbWiik]][iji
j^Wj ceb[Ykb[i \hec j^[ _cckd[ ioij[c
fWjhebWckYki#Yel[h[ZÇZ[c_b_jWh_p[Zped[È
:CPj^Wja[[fiXWYj[h_WÔeWj_d]_dj^[
]kj"WmWo\hecj^[_dj[ij_dWbb_d_d]$
>eef[hb[ZWj[Wcj^Wjbeea[ZWjc_Y[
bWYa_d]Co:.."Wfhej[_dWYj_lWj[ZXoj^[
jebb#b_a[h[Y[fjehij^Wjjkhdedj^[_cckd[
ioij[c_dh[ifedi[jeXWYj[h_W$7ij^[iY_#
[dj_iji h[fehj[Z _d j^[ EYjeX[h '*" (&''"
_iik[e\Science"c_Y[c_ii_d]Co:..^Wl[
WXekj '&& j_c[i ceh[ XWYj[h_W _d j^[_h
_dj[ij_dWbb_d_d]j^WddehcWbc_Y[$J^[j[Wc
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WbieZ_iYel[h[Zj^Wjj^[:CP_i[\\[Yj_l[
Wja[[f_d]XWYj[h_WWmWoedbom^[dXej^
Co:..WdZWdWdj_XWYj[h_Wbfhej[_dYWbb[Z
H[]???ਠWh[fh[i[dj$
J^[i[ \_dZ_d]i ik]][ij j^Wj jebb#b_a[
h[Y[fjehii[di[j^[fh[i[dY[e\XWYj[h_W
WdZj^[dki[Co:..jeifkhj^[fheZkYj_ed
e\ H[]???ਠ" m^_Y^ [b_c_dWj[i j^[ _dlWZ_d]
c_Yheeh]Wd_ici$Ç?jÊib_a[WXkh]bWhWbWhc
j^Wj i[di[i oekh ^ec[ _i X[_d] _dlWZ[Z
WdZhWZ_eij^[feb_Y["ÈiWoi>eef[h$ÇJ^[
jebb#b_a[h[Y[fjeh_ij^[WbWhcWdZH[]???ਠ_i
j^[feb_Y[$È
J^[]kjb_a[bo^Wii[l[hWbXkh]bWhWbWhci
j^WjmehaW]W_dijZ_\\[h[djjof[ie\c_Yhe#
eh]Wd_ici$H[]???ਠa_bbiedbo=hWc#fei_j_l[
XWYj[h_W" WdZ >eef[h _i dem i[WhY^_d]
\eh W i_c_bWh WbWhc ioij[c j^Wj WYj_lWj[i
Wdj_XWYj[h_Wbfhej[_dijWh][j_d]=hWc#d[]#
Wj_l[XWYj[h_W$
A S I G N A L F O R LU N G R E G E N E R AT I O N

J^[ bkd]i e\ j^[ Wl[hW][ f[hied Yed#
jW_d WXekj -&& c_bb_ed Wbl[eb_Æj_do W_h
iWYiÆ[WY^ ikhhekdZ[Z Xo W if_Z[h m[X
e\YWf_bbWh_[i$7bl[eb_"h[ifedi_Xb[\eh][j#
j_d] eno][d _dje j^[ XbeeZ WdZ YWhXed
Z_en_Z[ekje\_j"YWd[Wi_boX[ZWcW][Zeh
Z[ijheo[ZXoicea_d]"_d\[Yj_ed"WdZjen_Y
Y^[c_YWbi$H[Y[djbo"iY_[dj_ijiZ_iYel[h[Z

W im_jY^" _d_j_Wj[Z _d j^[ bkd] XbeeZ l[i#
i[bie\c_Y["j^WjYWdWYj_lWj[h[][d[hWj_ed
e\ Wbl[eb_$ J^_i im_jY^ YekbZ ikffbo h[b_[\
m^[ddehcWbXh[Wj^_d]_i_cfW_h[Z$
J^[im_jY^_iWi_d]b[ceb[Ykb[YWbb[Z
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d[mWbl[eb_$>em[l[h"m^[dj^[iY_[dj_iji
WZc_d_ij[h[ZCCF'*ehjhWdifbWdj[Zdeh#
cWb [dZej^[b_Wb Y[bbi _dje j^[ c_Y[" d[m
Wbl[eb_ m[h[ Yh[Wj[Z _d j^[ h_]^j bkd]i
e\j^[c_Y[WdZj^[_hXh[Wj^_d]YWfWY_jo
mWi h[ijeh[Z je d[Wh dehcWb b[l[bi$ J^[
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ÇCCF'*_ifheXWXboj^[j_fe\j^[_Y[#
X[h]"ÈiWoiHWÓ_$Ç7Yj_lWj[Z[dZej^[b_WbY[bbi
fheZkY[ cWdo ej^[h Wd]_eYh_d[ ]hemj^
\WYjehijefhecej[bkd]WdZeh]Wdh[][d[h#
Wj_edWim[bbWiehY^[ijhWj[jkceh]hemj^$È

Hainan Chen, Stanford University School of Medicine
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ask a scientist

Q A
brain consumes, on average, 20 perHow much The
cent of the body’s total oxygen. This
energy does number is a good reflection of the amount
in the form of glucose, the brain
the brain use ofuses.energy,
However, it hides a more interesting
to perform story about the variation in energy use by
the brain, including how much energy
different tasks? the brain uses for different functions.
Asked by Tom,
a graduate student from California

FURTHER READING:

Raichle ME, Gusnard DA. Appraising the brain’s energy
budget. Proc Natl Acad Sci. 2002;99:10237–9. Accessible at
www.pnas.org/content/99/16/10237.full.pdf+html
Raichle ME. The brain’s dark energy. Sci Am.
March 2010;302:44–9. Accessible at
www.braininnovations.nl/Dark-Energy.pdf
Brain Imaging Technologies: learn.genetics.utah.edu/
content/addiction/drugs/brainimage.html

We know the brain’s use of glucose
varies at different times of day, from
11 percent of the body’s glucose in the
morning to almost 20 percent in the evening. In addition, different parts of the
brain use different amounts of glucose.
We can use brain-imaging technology,
such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET), to get an idea of this
variation in energy use.
The medial and lateral parietal and
prefrontal cortices use more glucose
than other parts. These regions are
involved in the brain’s default (nontask-related) activity as well as cognitive
control and working memory, which is
used for temporarily storing and manipulating information. The cerebellum,
used for motor control and learning, and
medial temporal lobes, involved in longterm memory, use less glucose. Thus,
different brain functions have different
metabolic requirements.
But the story is not so simple: Several factors make it difficult to identify
specific metabolic requirements. First,
we know the brain is constantly active,
even at rest, but we don’t have a good
estimate of how much energy it uses for
this baseline activity. Second, the metabolic and blood flow changes associated
with functional activation are fairly

small—local changes in blood flow during cognitive tasks, for example, are less
than 5 percent. And finally, the variation in glucose use in different regions
of the brain accounts for only a small
fraction of the total observed variation.
So, the high level of constant activity
throughout the brain makes it very hard
to detect small changes associated with
specific functions.
Another major challenge is determining which regions of the brain are
involved in those tasks. Functional
imaging of the brain is powerful but
the technology has its limitations. Brain
functions are complex, occur on a rapid
timescale, and do not always occur in
just one location; in addition, imaging
may not capture the full scope of functional activation. The images produced
by fMRI and PET studies look very definitive, but in fact they are the result of a
lot of data processing that pulls a small
signal out of a very noisy background.
As you can see, there are many reasons why we can’t say how much energy
it takes the brain to solve a calculus
problem or recite a poem. This area of
research is exciting, however, as it ties
together the neurophysiology of the
brain with our understanding of human
behavior. With advances in brain imaging and cell monitoring technology,
researchers hope to shed light on this
problem in the near future.

a senior
exhibit and program developer at
The Franklin Institute Science Museum.
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IY_[dY[_iWbbWXekjWia_d]gk[ij_edi"[nfbeh_d]j^[fheXb[cij^WjYed\ekdZeh_djh_]k[ki$
8kjWdim[hiYWdÊjWbmWoiX[\ekdZ_dWYbWiiheecehj[njXeea$7j>>C?ÊiAsk a Scientist m[Xi_j["
meha_d]iY_[dj_ijijWYab[oekhjek]^gk[ij_ediWXekj^kcWdX_ebe]o"Z_i[Wi[i"[lebkj_ed"Wd_cWbi"
WdZ][d[j_Yi$L_i_jmmm$^^c_$eh]%WiaWiY_[dj_ijjeXhemi[WdWhY^_l[e\gk[ij_ediWdZWdim[hi"
ÓdZ^[bf\kbM[Xb_dai"ehjeiioekhgk[ij_ed_djej^[c_n$M^WjÊiX[[dfkppb_d]oekbWj[bo5
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nota bene
SPOTLIGHT

Seven HHMI Scientists Elected to Institute of Medicine

I[l[d>>C?_dl[ij_]WjehiWh[Wced]j^[,+d[mc[cX[hi[b[Yj[Zjej^[DWj_edWb7YWZ[coe\IY_[dY[iÊ?dij_jkj[
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JAMES P. ALLISON ,

an HHMI investigator at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center, won the 2011 Roche Award for
Cancer Immunology and Immunotherapy
as well as Brandeis University’s Jacob Heskel
Gabbay Award in Biotechnology and Medicine. Allison studies how T cells respond
to antigens and how these responses can
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be used to fight tumors. Allison was also
recently presented the Advancement of
Cancer Research Award from Gilda’s Club
New York City.
HHMI professor WINSTON A. ANDERSON of Howard University was honored
with a 2011 Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics, and
Engineering Mentoring. Anderson created
a research-intensive, mentored curriculum
for science and math majors to give them
a competitive edge for pursuing graduate degrees. Two university programs that
were funded by HHMI—THE STANFORD
MEDICAL YOUTH SCIENCE PROGRAM

and the U N I V E R S I T Y O F C A L I F O R NIA, SAN FRANCISCO, SCIENCE AND

research. Bear studies the neurobiology of
fragile X syndrome.
HHMI investigator GEORGE Q. DALEY
of Children’s Hospital Boston was awarded
the 2011 E. Donnall Thomas Prize by the
American Society of Hematology. Daley was
honored for using human induced pluripotent stem cells to understand the mechanisms
of disease initiation and progression.
KARL DEISSEROTH,

an HHMI early career
scientist at Stanford University, received the
2011 W. Alden Spencer Award given by the
College of Physicians and Surgeons. Deisseroth develops optical neuroengineering
technologies for real-time, noninvasive imaging and control of brain circuits.

H E A LT H E D U C AT I O N PA R T N E R S H I P
HIGH SCHOOL INTERN PROGRAM —also

received mentoring awards.
Three HHMI investigators are among the
46 scientists awarded lifelong membership
to the European Molecular Biology Organization. The investigators are CORNELIA I.
BARGMANN of the Rockefeller Institute,
SUSAN LINDQUIST of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and NORBERT
PERRIMON of Harvard Medical School.
The FRAXA Research Foundation presented
an HHMI investigator at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
with a 2011 Pioneer Award for translational

MARK F. BEAR ,

The Genetics Society of America honored ABBY F. DERNBURG , an HHMI
investigator at the University of California,
Berkeley, with its 2011 Edward Novitski
Prize, recognizing creativity and intellectual
ingenuity in solving problems in genetics.
Dernburg studies the mechanisms behind
chromosome organization and dynamics
during meiosis.
HHMI investigators CHRIS Q. DOE of the
University of Oregon and GAIL MANDEL of
Oregon Health & Science University were
honored with 2011 Discovery Awards from
the Medical Research Foundation of Oregon. Doe was recognized for his research

Alt: Jeff Barnett-Winsby Bertozzi: Christopher Jones Cheung: Peter Wodarczyk / PR Newswire Daley: Leah Fasten
Huganir: Bill Denison Nathans: Paul Fetters Tsai: Matt Kalinowski

Eleven HHMI investigators, two HHMIGBMF investigators, and one HHMI early
career scientist were elected to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. The HHMI investigators are
NANCY M. BONINI , University of Pennsylvania; KATHLEEN L. GOULD , Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine; LIQUN
LUO , Stanford University; MIN HAN , University of Colorado at Boulder; WILLIAM
R. JACOBS, JR. , Albert Einstein College
of Medicine; BETH LEVINE , University
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas; PHILIPPA MARRACK , National
Jewish Health; RUSLAN M. MEDZHITOV ,
Yale School of Medicine; WILFRED A.
VAN DER DONK , University of Illinois at
Urbana—Champaign; MATTHEW K. WALDOR , Brigham and Women’s Hospital; and
TIAN XU , Yale School of Medicine. The
HHMI-GBMF investigators are XUEMEI
CHEN , University of California, Riverside,
and SHENG YANG HE , Michigan State
University. The HHMI early career scientist
is XINNIAN DONG, the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

on cell fate patterning in the nervous system
while Mandel received the award for her
investigation of regulation of gene expression and function in the nervous system.

laboratory looks at the assembly and function of nerves and circuits underlying the
sense of touch.
ROBERT GRASSUCCI, a senior microscopist

BRIAN J. DRUKER ,

an HHMI investigator
at Oregon Health & Science University, was
awarded the American Society of Hematology’s 2011 Ernest Beutler Lecture and Prize.
The annual award is presented to two individuals: a scientist who has enabled advances
in basic science and a scientist who has
facilitated achievements in clinical science
or translational medicine. Druker shares the
honor with Janet Rowley of the University
of Chicago Medical Center for their contributions to the diagnosis and treatment of
chronic myeloid leukemia.
HHMI-GBMF investigator JORGE DUBof the University of California,
Davis, received a 2011 U.S. Department
of Agriculture Secretary’s Honor Award for
exceptional leadership in science, public
policy, and management. Dubcovsky and
the members of his Barley, Wheat, Potato
and Tomato Coordinated Agricultural Project team were selected for identifying genetic
variations that enhance productivity of these
food crops.

COVSKY

The National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke appointed DAVID
D. GINTY , an HHMI investigator at the
Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, to its National Advisory Neurological Disorders and Stroke Council. Ginty’s

in HHMI investigator Joachim Frank’s laboratory at the Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons, was presented
with the Hildegard H. Crowley Outstanding
Technologist Award in Biological Sciences.
The prize, given by the Microscopy Society
of America, honors technologists who make
contributions that have advanced microscopy and microanalysis.
HHMI investigators TYLER JACKS of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
OWEN N. WITTE of the University of California, Los Angeles, were appointed to key
administration posts by President Barack
Obama. Jacks became a member of the
National Cancer Advisory Board, an advisory committee to the National Cancer
Institute. He will serve for six years. Witte
was selected to serve a two-year term on
the President’s Cancer Panel, which monitors the development and execution of the
National Cancer Program.
The Society for Neuroscience presented
STEPHEN G. LISBERGER, an HHMI investigator at Duke University, with the 2011
Bernice Grafstein Award for Outstanding
Accomplishments in Mentoring. The annual
award recognizes individuals who facilitate
women’s entry and retention in the field of
neuroscience through mentoring.

PETER W. REDDIEN , an HHMI early career

scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, won the 2012 Harland Winfield
Mossman Award in Developmental Biology
given by the American Association of Anatomists. The prize recognizes Reddien’s work
demonstrating the pluripotent stem cell-like
nature of tissue in planaria and defining key
pathways involved in regeneration.
MICHAEL ROSBASH, an HHMI investigator
at Brandeis University, was awarded the 2011
Louisa Gross Horwitz Prize from Columbia
University. Rosbash shares the award with
Jeffrey C. Hall, also of Brandeis University,
and Michael W. Young of the Rockefeller
University for work on the molecular basis of
circadian rhythms.

HHMI investigator JACK W. SZOSTAK
of the Massachusetts General Hospital
received the 2011 Harold C. Urey Medal
from ISSOL, The International Astrobiology
Society. Szostak’s goal is to construct a simple, artificial cell that can grow, divide, and
undergo Darwinian evolution to adapt to its
changing environment.
The Linda and Jack Gill Center for Biomolecular Science at Indiana University
presented LESLIE B. VOSSHALL, an HHMI
investigator at the Rockefeller University,
with the 2011 Gill Young Investigator Award.
The award recognizes Vosshall’s research on
how complex behaviors such as odor detection are modulated by external cues and
internal physiological states.

SPOTLIGHT

Bassler Wins L’Oréal-UNESCO Award

Paul Fetters
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And Bustamante is now using similar
techniques to probe the basics of numerous biological processes, including protein
folding. He’s using optical traps and fluorescent tags to see what happens when
a protein strand is stretched and then
released, allowing it to fold into its preferred conformation.
He’s also applying the method to nucleosomes—clumps of proteins that control the
structure of DNA within a chromosome and
influence when genes are expressed. He’s
already looked at the interaction between
polymerases—enzymes that move along

DNA strands—and nucleotides. His team
discovered that when polymerases encounter a nucleosome, they pause, not having
enough force to unravel the DNA from the
nucleosome. Instead, the protein waits for
the clump to spontaneously unravel. If he
can use optical traps to pull apart a fluorescent chromosome, Bustamante says, he can
observe its higher-order structure and the
forces that proteins within the nucleosomes
exert on the nucleotides.
“It’s natural that as optical trapping starts
to mature, we now want to combine these
techniques with others,” says Bustamante. “I

think in the future we will see even more
hybrid experiments that combine optical
trapping with other methods.”
He’s happy to see his technique mature
and change, he says, if it means applying it
to more biological questions.
“There are so many unknowns inside
the cell,” he says. Optical trapping lets
researchers get a physical handle on those
unknowns. While scientists can’t reach
inside cells and feel for themselves the
forces at work, optical trapping has become
their hands that work to sense and manipulate these forces. W

of laboratory materials and equipment designated for math and science teachers.
The state’s investment is paying off in better student performance, according to eight
years of external evaluations. For example,
Alabama students improved more in math
than those in all but one other state, as judged
by an internationally recognized test called
the National Assessment of Educational
Progress. “The state has seen that if you really
want students to compete, they need topnotch math and science skills,” says Ricks.

Wendy Bramlett, who used AMSTI to
raise her game, is a fan. “My whole way of
teaching changed,” she says. “I went from
a lecture class to no lecture and all hands
on,” she says. Her students’ performance
has improved—92 percent scored at the top
level on the state science exam last year. And
she hears something else she never heard in
her first years of teaching. “I have children
tell me, ‘Science is my favorite subject.’” W

using stem cell techniques to characterize
their differences and, perhaps, find ways to
regulate their firing without harming other
necessary physiological functions. He is
also looking at ways to deliver pain relievers directly to hyperactive nociceptors while
leaving normal ones untouched.
Undoubtedly, other molecules of normal and pathological pain signaling await
discovery, thereby offering additional possibilities for improving pain treatment. “I
tell my medical students,” says Woolf, “that

pain will be treated completely differently
10 years from now.” Physicians may one
day treat pain based on both the source of
pain within the patient’s nervous system
and the individual’s genetic predisposition
for responding to a specific therapy. Perhaps
the day isn’t too far off when a physician will
ask where it hurts and nearly all patients
will respond, nowhere. W
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trainers to train up to 8,500 K–12 science and
math teachers each year, offering them subject-specific, grade-specific mentoring. Since
1999 they’ve trained half the STEM teachers in the state, Ricks says. Teachers come
for two-week workshops for two consecutive
summers. AMSTI also employs 300 master
science or master math teachers who advise
and mentor teachers and even co-teach if
the mentees need a hand. AMSTI operates
11 regional 35,000-square-foot warehouses,
where workers run forklifts to help sort bins

Read more about STEM teacher training
online. Go to www.hhmi.org/bulletin/feb2012.

WEB EXTRA:
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receptor, looking for ways to avoid narcotic
and other side effects from opiates, which
would benefit people with chronic pain (see
Web Extra, “Boosting the Body’s Natural
Painkilling Power”).
The initial discovery that abnormal
central sensitization can lead to pain hypersensitivity came from Clifford Woolf at
Children’s Hospital Boston and Harvard
Medical School. Woolf is now generating
hypersensitive and normal human pain
neurons in his laboratory from fibroblasts

For more of the latest research on
understanding and controlling pain, go to www.hhmi.org/
bulletin/feb2012.
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